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SYMBOLS
A coefficient in background noise curve fit
B coefficient in background noise curve fit
isolated rotor lift coefficient, CLR/S,R, L/p(nR)2S +CLR/o,R
. Cp/° rotor power coefficient, CP/S, P/p(_R):S
c speed of sound, m/set
blade chord at 75g radius, m
dB sound pressure level, 20 log(Prms/Pre f)
dBB background sound pressure level, 20 log(Prms/Pre f) I
dBAC A-weighted dB corrected for background noise
J
dBAU A-weighted dB not corrected for background noise ::
dBC sound pressure level corrected for background noise 't
:I
dBU sound pressure level not corrected for background noise il
J THRUST total thrust of J60 auxiliary propulsion engine, N
"l
L isolated rotor lift, N i
H wind tunnel Math number, V/c ia
Hat advancing tip Math numbe_, MAT, (1  _)Mtip
1
Mti p rotor rotational _ach number, MTIP, _R/c 1
N total number of blades +
P rotor power, W i
P1,LqX maximum pressure in time history sample, N/m2
PMIN minimum pressure in time history sample, N/m z !
PNdBC perceived noise level corrected for background noise
PNdBU perceived noise level not corrected for background noise
i
Pref reference pressure (0.00002 N/m2) 1
Prms root-mean-square _ound pressure, N/m2 i
R rotor radius, m
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RPM rotor rotational speed, rev/min
r distance to microphone from midway between rotor hubs, m
S reference area, S - N_R, m2
V wind tunnel speed, knots or m/sac
x distance ups:ream from rotor canter, m
e
y distance left from rotor center looking upstream, m _
';
_i_ z distance up from midway between hubs, m .
:i ZRPM J1 auxiliary engine rotational speed expressed as percent of nominal value.
RIM JI/16.000 _;
'_ gRPM J2 auxiliary engine rotational speed expressed as percent of nominal value,P,PHJ2/16,000 :'
il a angle of attack of rotor shaft, ALPHA, des
: ]
_0 upper rotor blade collective pitch minus lower rotor blade collective ,i
pitch, deg
_ rotor advance ratio, N, V/fiRr"
+,
+' 0 air density, kg/m 3
?,
:, o solidity, S/_R 2
• y,
,:{ 0 rotor blade collective pitch, des
•_ 0 angle below rotor plane, tan'X(-z/r), de8
+ILl; * azimuth angle from dovnstream, tan-I(-y/-x), de8 i++
,'i














. Acoustic data were obtained durin8 a full-scale test of the XH-$gAAdvancinB
Blade Concept Technolosy Demonstrator in the 40- by BO-Foot Wind Tunnel. The X_q-59A
is a research helicopter with two coaxial rotors and hinleless blades. Performance,
' . vibration, and noise at various forward speeds, rotor lift coefficients and rotor
shaft an$1es of •track were investigated. The noise d•t• ver_ acquired over an iso-
lated rotor lift coefficient ranse of 0.024 to 0.162, an advance ratio range of 0.23
to 0.45 corresponding to tunnel v_nd speeds of 89 to 160 knots, and an$1es of attack
from 0 ° to 10 °. Acoustic data ate presented for seven microphone locations for all
run conditions where the model noise is above the background noise. Model test con-
fisuration and performance information are also listed. Acoustic vaveforma, dBA, and
l/3-octave spectra as functions of operating condition for selected data points and
microphones are presented. In general, the noise level is shown to increase with
rotor lift coefficient except under certain operating conditions where significant
impulsive blade/vortex interactions increase noise levels. The impulsivity appears
to depend upon how the lift is distributed between the two rotors.
INTRODUCTION
In the design and develoF_ent of new helicopters, noise, as veil as performance,
handling qualities, and stability and control must be considered. This report
describes the acoustic results from a recent full-scale test of an advanced technology
rotorcraft. Under U.S. Army sponsorship, Sikorsky Aircraft built two XH-$9A Advancing
Blade Concept Technology Demonstrator helicopters that utilize two counter-rotating
coaxial hingeless rotors to improve high-speed performance and increase cruise effi-
ciency. On a conventional helicopter in forward flight, the rotor blades operate at
a low lift coefficient on the advancing side because the rotor must produce no roll
moment in level flight The use of two counter-rotating rigid rotors allows each
individual rotor to have a high lift coefficient on the advancing side while the air-
craft has no total roll moment. The full-scale Xli-$9A Advancing Blade Concept (ABC)
aircraft tested in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel is shown in fisure 1. For
additional information pertaining to the ABC concept, see references 1 through 3.
The ABC aircraft £s significantly different from a conventional helicopter; there-
' fore, one would expect the noise produced by this aircraft to digger from noise pro-
duced by a conventional helicopter. This aircraft has a slow rotational tip speed
_ (Mti p - 0.52 to 0.58) which may reduce the overall noise since all sources and convec-
tive amplification increase with increasing Math number. Also, the high speed impul-
sive noise may be less than that of a conventional helicopter at • given forward speed
because of the slower tip speed. However, high speed noise will still become a problem
because this aircraft is designed to fly at faster speeds than a conventional rotor-
craft. Also, under certain flight conditions, one would expect some impulsive blade




This report presents the noise data of a full-scaleABC aircraft as measured in
the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. Noise data were measured over an advance ratio
range of 0.23 to 0.45 (89 knots to 160 knots) with the rotor on and from 60 to
180 knots with the rotor off. The tutor-on testing was conducted over an angle of
attack range of 0" to 100, and the auxiliary propulsion engines were operated at
flight idle for all noise data rune.
EXPERIMENT
The ABC aircraft (shown installed in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel in
fig. 1) has two rotors, each containing three 5.5 m radius blades. General specifi-
cations for the ABC rotor system are listed in table I. The midpoint between these
two rotors was 1.5 m above the tunnel centerline. Viewed from above, the upper rotor
of the model rotates in the counter-clockwise direction, and the lower rotor rotates
in the clockwise direction. Collectivn, lateral cyclic, and longitudinal cyclic for i
each rotor were independently operated by six rotor controls, thereby allowing the
rotors tO independently apply trim forces and moments to the aircraft. The rotors
were powered by two 552,000 W PT6T-3 turboshaft engines. Auxiliary propulsive force
is provided by two nacelle-mounted J60-P3A turbojet engines which produce 13,300 N
of thrust each. For a more detailed description of the aircraft, see Felker (ref. 3).
• _ Performance, loads, and noise data for the full-scale ABC aircraft were measured
in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. Table 2 shows the flight conditions where
:: data were taken. During testing, the rotor speed was adjusted to give the desired _
tip Math number, Mtip, then the tunnel speed was adjusted to obtain the desired
advance ratio, _. Noise data were then acquired for a matrix of isolated rotor lift i
coefficients, CLR/u,R, and shaft angles, a. The rotor-on testing was conducted over i
an isolated rotor lift coefficient range of 0.024 to 0.162 and an angle of attack
range of 0° to I0°. The auxiliary propulsion engines were operated at fllght Idle
for all noise data runs. For this test, the background wind tunnel noise was recorded
at 60, 90, 120, and 150 knots with the model instal.'ed in the wind tunnel, the rotor
' blades off, the rotor head rotating, and the auxiliary englnes operating at flight
idle. A more detailed description of the test can be found in reference 3. i
DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION !!i
i
,'heacoustic data for this test were acquired using seven 1.3-cm condensor micro-
phones equipped with nose cones to reduce wind-induced noise. Four of these micro- _
_ phones were located upstream of the model, and three microphones were located near the i
model. Three of the seven microphones were flush mounted on plates near the floor
while the remaining four were mounted on stands at various heights below the midpointJ
i between the two rotors. The microphone locations are given in table 3 and shown in
figure 2; the coordinate system used is also shown. Signal conditioners were used to
" control the gain of the acoustic signal and to power the microphones. The acoustic
signals were recorded on tape using a 14-track frequency-modulated (PM) tape recorder
_" running at 15 ips. This gave a bandwidth of 10 kHz. All microphones were calibrated
! at the start and end of each day using a 124-dB, 250 Hz signal from a pistonphone.
ii At each data point, a 50-set sample of acoustic data was recorded for later an_alysie.
• m
In order to assure a maximum signal-to-noise ratio, the gain of the acoustic signal
'"i: was adjusted in 10-dB intervals. A schematic of the data acquisition system is shown




JInitially, the acoustic data were reduced and analysed off-llno on a _nlcouputsr i
time series data system. Figure h shows a flow chart of the equipment used for data !
reduction. Data are digitized st a sample rate of 20 Idls while being played back
throuah a low pas_ filter with a cutoff frequency of 10 kl4z to prevent aliasin8. From
the di8itized data. the minicomputer 8enerated l/3-octave spectra from l-Ha spectra in !
the ranae of 10 to 200 Ha. and from IO-Hz spectra in the ranae of 250 Hs to 10 kl4s.
The minicomputer also computed dB, dBA, and IMdB from the I/3-octave spectra and the
first I0 blade passage harmonics from the I-Hz, narrow-band spectra. The computed
acoustic data were then transferred Into 8 computer cents/alms the data base wlth all
of the measured test parameters. Background noise corrections, obtained wlth all the
propulsion systems operatln8 but rotor blades removed, were applied to the I/3-octave
spectra in the followin8 manner. Background noise measurements were fitted to a
• linear regression of the form
d_ - _ _ n *_os(V)
and then subtracted from the measured spectra on a power baals for each l/3-octave.
dBC - I0 log[10 dB/l° - I0 dBB/I°]
Graphs and tables were then constructed from thl8 data base. The background noise
levels used for corrections on microphones I through 7 are tabulated in appendix A.
Appendix A also contains I/3-octave plots of the averaged background noise measure-
ments used at 89, 106, 142, and 160 knots, and plots of dBAas a function of velocity
for each microphone. The effect of these corrections Is to remove the Jet noise as
well as the back8round noise from the noise data.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Acoustic data for the XH-SgAmodel are presented in appendix B. Performance and
global acoustic measurements are listed for all of the microphones. The data are for
rotor-on confiauratlons at forward speeds of 89, I06, 142, and 160 knots and angles
of attack from 0" to I0".
Figures 5 through l0 show the general trends in the acoustic data with airspeed
and shaft angle. Data from microphones 2, 4, and 7 are shown a8 a function of iso-
lated rotor llft coefficient, CLR/o,R. Figures S, 6, and 7 display th_ corrected dBA
as a function of isolated rotor lift coefficient for tunnel wind speeds of 89. 106,
and 142 knots, respectively. Data are grouped by sb£ft angle of attack (2.$" $.0 e
and 7.5 °) for each curve on each fisure. Fisures 8, 9, and l0 show the corrected dBA
as a function of isolated rotor lift coefficient for ansles of attack of 2.5 °. $.0 °.
. and 7.$o respectively. Data are 8romped by tunnel wind speed (89, 106, and
142 knots) for each curve on each plot. In general, these figures (5 to 10) show an :
increase in noise level with increasing rotor lift coefficient. There are some excep-
tions to these trends end it is believed that this i8 due to impulsive blade/vortex
interaction noise. !i
Blade/vortex interactions appear to depend on the control settings. Noise _!
levels for a number of points in fisure 10 are listed in table 4 with some control
aettin8 s. Data are shown for shaft angle of attack of 7.5 ° and wind velocities of
89 and 106 knots. For each wind velocity, the data are listed in increasin8 order of _
rotor lift coefficient. The collective pitch, O, and the differential collective il




appear to depend on 46 as well as the rotor lift coefficient. No£s,e levels are
higher for negative values of _0 than for positive values of AO fo_ some date with
nearly identical rctor lift coefficients. Other data does not show this trend so no
definitive conclusions can be made. Dependence of blade/vortex i_teraction upon lift !_
distribution is a reasonable hypothesis; llft distribution effects the strength and !-i
location of the shed tip vortex and therefore would be expected to directly affect the :i
blade/vortex interactions and impulsive noise, i_
J
Detailed acoustic data for selected data points are presented in appendix C.
These data are for various wind speeds and angles of attack frommicrophones 2, 4, i
and 7. The tabulated data in appendix C shows I/3-octave spectra, I/3-octave spectra !
corrected for background noise, and the first I0 blade passage harmonic sound levels
(dB).
Figures 11 through 17 show corrected 1/3-octave spectra as functions of isolated
rotor lift coefficient. Each figure is for a specific tunnel wind speed, shaft angle ii
of attack, and microphone. Data for microphones 2, 4, and 7 are shown for tunnel
wind speeds of 89, 106, and 142 knots and for angles of attack of 2.5", 5.0", and
7.5 °. Except for the frequency range 50 to 1600 Hz, the l/3-octave spectra for all
data are nearly the same. In this mid-frequency range, tha sound pressure levels
vary from point to point. The mid-frequency sound pressure levels follow the sane
trend seen in the dBA in figures 5 through 7. At 89 knots the mid-frequency noise
levels increase as the rotor lift coefficient increases, and at the other wind tunnel +
speeds the noise levels are more sporadic. The curves also show that the energy in
the high frequency range has been removed due to background noise corrections. This !
is because the noise of the auxiliary propulsive engines was included in the back-
ground noise measurements.
Figures 18 through 26 show typical time histories from the above 1/3-octave
curves. Averaged time histories were obtained from the recorded microphone signals.
A 1-per-revolution trigger signal was utilized to synchronize the microphone data,
allowing constructive averaging of the coherent signal and destructive averaging of
the random signal. Time histories are shown for data from microphone 4 located under
the rotor. Each figure contains several time history plots for several isolated rotor
lift coefficients at a fixed velocity and shaft angle. Velocities of 89, 106, and
142 knots and shaft angles of 2.5", 5.0°, and 7.5° are used for the plots. The ._
periodicity of the noise signals is very evident in these figures; all show a compli- _i
cated time history withmuch high frequency harmonic noise. Some of the fignres con-
tain impulses from blade vortex interaction noise.
The time histories (figs. 18 to 20) for data taken at 89 knots show only a small
amount of impulsive noise. The most impulsive data are for a - 2.5° and
CLR/o,R = 0.150 which are also the data points with the highest noise level in
figure 5b. "
The tlme histories (figs. 21 to 23) for data taken at 106 knots show a mixture
of impulsive and nonimpulsive nolue. Some data are nonimpulsive and have low noise
levels in figure 6b. Those points are identified with the following settings_ :i
= 5.0 ° and CLR/o,R = 0.114; a = 7.5 ° and CLR/o,R = 0.067, 0.116, and 0.131. i
• Some data are impulsive and have high noise levels'in figure 6b. Those points can be +i
identified with the following settings: a = 7.5 ° and CLR/o,R = 0.093 and 0.106.
'! The other time histories shown for 106 knots have moderate impulsive character and
"_ low to moderate noise levels in figure 6b.
4
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The time histories (figs. 24 to 26) for some of the data taken at 142 knots show
-, very little Impulslve character except for the two points (fig. 24a _ - 7.5".
CLR/o,R - 0.079; end fig. 268 _ - 7.5", CLRIo,R " 0.090) with ellsht impulslvity.
The corresponding data in figure 7b have moderate noise levels w_th the two points
mentioned above having higher noise levels than average.
, In 8oneral, the time histories with a distinct impulsive nature correspond to
data _tth high overall noise levels. The presence of this impulsive noise is not 8
;- simple function of the basic parameters of forward speed, isolated rotor lift coeffi-E
[ cient, and angle of attack.
• CONCLUDING Rm4ARKS
Acoustic measurements of the XII-§gA ABC Technology Demonstrator helicopter were
obtained from a full-scale teat in the NASA Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. General
noise measurements at all microphone locations and specific detailed noise measure-
'-- merits for three representative microphones are presented. From analysf.e of these test
results, the following conclusions may be drawn-
1. Under certain operating conditions the rotor experienced etsniftcent blade/
vortex interactions. How the lift was distrdbuted between the upper and lover rotor
may have a large influence on the tmpulsi_rl..ty of the noise. Un£ort_tely, accurate
measurements of all the control settings are not available; therefore, the effect of
the controls on the noise cannot be quantified, i
., 2. When impulses are not present, the noise level t.ncreases as the lift coeffi- iq














The follow_ng tables nnd dB and dBA plots (figs. AI-AI4) present the XIt-59AAIC
background noise data. The background noise data arm presented in terms of !13-oatmve
_enter frequencies, I/3-octave spectra, and as a function of ¢unneE veloelty (knots)
for microphones I through 7.
Background noise data in terms of I/3-octave center grequencles are presented
first in tabular form for each microphone. One-third-octave spectra are presented .'
next for tunnel wind speeds of 89, 106. 142, and 160 knots for each m_crophone.
Lastly, the background noise at each microphone is presented as a function of tunnel
velocity (knots).
SYMBOLS
A coefficient in background noise curve fit !i
B coef£ic£ent in background noise curve f_t
DB background sound pressure level
- MIC microphone number
PT point number
RUN run number
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¥tsure A7.- Background 1/3-octave spectrum for ezLcrophone7.
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Figure Ag.- A-weighted background sound pressure level for microphone 2.
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13o OF POOR QUALITY
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Fisure A12.- A-welshted backsround sound pressure level for nlcrophone 5.
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The followlng Cables pre_ent acoumtic and performance dace for the XII-59AABC
modeX. ^eou_¢lc data are presented for microphones I through 7. The run/point number _
eequence need is based on tunnel velocity (knees), ehafc _ngle of attack (ALPHA). and
i_oleCed rotor XifC ¢oefficlenC (CLRIS,R). The runlpolnC numbers are ordered in _erme
of Increasing Isolated rotor 11£5 coefflcXent ae each ¢unno! ve}oclty and sh_fC snsle
of attack, _:
SYMBOLS
ALPHA model pltch0 positive up, deg
CLR/S,R isolated l:otor lift coefficient i
CP/S rotor po_er coefficient
DBAC dBA corrected for background noise
DBAU dBAnot corrected for background noise
DBC dB corrected for background noise
DBU dB not corrected for background noise
J THRUST total auxiliary engine thrust, N
MAT advancing tlp Mach number
MTIP rotor tip Mach number
HTUN tunnel Hach number
HU advance ratio
PNAX maxinnmpressure in time history sample, N/m2
PMIN minimum pressure in time history sample, N/m _
PNDBC PNdB corrected for background noise
P_DBU PNdB not corrected for background noise
PT point number
RPM rotor rotational speed, rev/mtn
RU_ run number
I
VELOCITY tunnel velocity, knots






ZRI_ Jl auxiliary ens_ue rotational speed expreued as percent of no_taal value,
Poq4Jl/16,000 i
%RPMJ2 au_Lliaryenaine rotational speed expressed as percent of no_Lual value, I
R.uMJ2/16,000
Acoustic data are presented in the _ollo_tns orders
RI_/PT V_OCZTY ALPHA CLR/S,K
21/16 90.2 10.0 0.068 ORIGI_ PF,_ _d
21/17 91,1 10.0 .080 OF POOi_ QUALITY
29/7 88.7 10.0 .108
21/11 89.8 7.5 .074
21/12 90.0 7.5 .074
21/13 90.0 7.5 .090
29/6 88.4 7.5 .099
21/14 90.1 7.5 .119
29/I0 87.9 7.5 .124
21/15 90.0 7.5 .141
29/11 88.4 7.5 .162
21/7 89.4 5.0 .072
21/18 90.1 5.0 .074
21/8 90.0 5.0 .093
29/5 88.6 5.0 .093
30/7 88.2 5.0 .104
29/9 88.1 5.0 .116
21/9 89.8 5.0 .121
30/6 88.0 5.0 .128
29/8 88.2 5.0 .133
21/10 89.9 5.0 .134
28/6 88.3 2.5 .C82
28/7 88.6 2.5 .109
28/8 88.8 2.5 .150
21/6 89.3 0.0 .026
25/6 106.2 7.5 .067
23/12 106.8 7.5 .093
25/7 104.7 7.5 .106
25/5 105.3 7.5 .107
25/8 104.8 7.5 .I16
23/14 107.0 7.5 ,117
23/13 107.0 7.5 .131
25/9 104.3 7.5 ,138
21/19 108.5 5.0 .069
23/9 105.6 5.0 .114
23/10 106.1 5.0 .135
23/11 106.4 5.0 .145
23/15 107.8 2.5 .085
23/7 105.0 0.0 .025
23/8 105.8 0.0 .083
24/9 142.4 7.5 .090
24/6 140.9 5.0 .079
24/7 1_0.9 5.0 .113
24/8 141.2 5.0 .125
23/16 143.0 2.5 .079 '
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RUN/PT VELOCITY ALPHA CLR/S,R
23/18 143.2 2.5 0.093
23/17 143.0 2.5 .110
30/8 141.9 2.5 .110
30/9 142.1 2.5 .113
24/12 160.6 2.S .085
24/11 160.6 2.5 .085
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APPENDIX C OF POOR QUALITY
The follovln8 tables present detailed XH-$gAABC acoustic date of selected
points. Data are presented for microphones 2, 4, and 7. The run/point mmber
sequence used is based on tunnel velocity (knots), shaft 8nsle of attack (ALPHA), and _
isolated rotor lift coefficient (CLR/S,R). The run/point nun_0ers are ordered in 4
terns of £ncreasln8 isolated rotor lift coefficient at each tmmel velocity and shaft
ansle of attack.
ALPHA model pitch, positive up, de8 :i
CLR/S,R isolated rotor lift coefficiemt
DBC dB corrected for background noise
DBU dB not corrected for background noise
NU advance ratio iI
PT point number
RUN run number
VELOCITY tunnel velocity, knots
Acoustic data for the selected points are presented in the following order:
RUN/PT VELOCITY ALPHA CLR/S,R
2816 88.3 2.5 0.082
28/7 88.6 2.5 • 109 ,_
28/8 88.8 2.5 .150 ::
21/7 89.4 5.0 .072
30/7 88.2 5.0 .104
30/6 88.0 5.0 .128 !
21/11 89.8 7.5 .074
21/14 90.1 7.5 .119
29/11 88.4 7.5 .162
23/15 107.8 2.5 .085
21/19 108.5 5.0 .069
23/9 105.6 5.0 .114
23F10 106.1 5.0 .135
23/11 106.4 5.0 .145
25/0 106.2 7.5 .067
23/12 106.8 7.5 .093
25/8 104.8 7.5 .116
23/13 107.0 7.5 .131
25/9 104.3 7.5 .134 _
23/16 143.0 2.5 .079
23/17 143.0 2.5 .110 + ,





q." P.UN/]PT V._,_CITY A.I,PUA C1,RI$.R OF POO|_] (_U?_LI'IY t
24/6 140.9 5.0 0.079
24/7 140.9 5.0 ,113
24t8 141.2 5.0 .125







XH-EC;A ACOUSTIC DATA OF POOR QUALITY
RUN PC,/N1 VELOGI TV ALPHA CLR/$ ,R MU
28 6 8803 20 S 0.081592 00 2496
1/30CT._VE MICkOPN.,NE 2 MICROPHONE 4 HICR(3PHONE 7
CENTER
FRE_uE_LY ObU DhC DBU DBC DBU UBG
10o 0 790 0 7304. 8306 7909 8806 86, 7 .
120S 750 c) 000 81o8 7902 83ol 000 ._
lboO lU7ol 107ol 11400 11#o0 11403 114.3
20,0 9709 970 ? 10308 10306 104.2 10307
2.500 80,1 000 8q 03 870 6 8902 000
31o5 10608 10608 10006 10004 11806 118.6
4000 9060 000 c;506 93.7 98 ol 000 il
5000 11005 11005 9203 85o4 11403 114.2 "
63.0 10% 8 10c;07 10901 10900 11303 11301 ,.
8000 10301 10204. 11309 11308 10502 10302 :_
10000 105o 2 104.06 106 • 1 105o 5 100 04. 10 807 .
1.)..5o0 11107 111o5 11302 11301 10909 10902 ':.
16000 11207 11206 11509 11508 10901 10803 !i
2'J,J• O 10% 3 10_,01 11305 11304. 11006 11000
2._0.0 10_08 10807 10707 107o 5 114.o7 1140 5
3150 _ 110o 4. 110o 3 10702 106 • 9 11308 1130 4
4._0 • 0 107o 7 107..q 10608 106o 4 11103 11006
500.0 10_'. 4. 10(_• 1 104.09 10_03 110 •o 110. 1
6_doO L030 3 102o 8 10203 10105 10708 106© 4. i
80_00 990P, (;802 9q 01 960 0 104.02 10002 ..
108u0 o q_o 0 c)_• 0 100,3 960 7 lOq 02 9 803 ;
12._,000 1000 (_, c_8 o,_ C;RoR 96o4 104'o5 10107 _
16_.JU,U 9606 UoO 9608 0o0 10008 000 _
2UJJeO 94.07 C;105 (;404. 8807 9702 000
25J0. U o6 ..c: 9204 9.5o8 900 S 9602 00 0
315J00 c,_,.7 000 9607 000 9600 0.0 i
400000 qloB 000 93o2 0o0 9308 0o0 ii
500000 9102 O,O 90 04. 000 9103 00 0 .
630000 900 3 000 9?.03 0,0 8807 000
i_OJJoU _bo8 000 8907 000 8800 000
_L O,L)E
PAS_A,JE M|C_CPhC.NF 2 MICROPHONE 4. MICROPHONE 7
t, ,_RJ4u_¢I C$
I 107o,5 11_03 11407
2 !0_,07 100o _ 11806
11t) o4. 8704 114o 1
'_ lOeo 5 10g09 112.8
5 10,_07 113.7 102o0
6 10'_05 104.o6 107o S
7 103o5 10_, S 10803 ",
8 110.7 111.5 q60 S
g lOq.8 11203 9802
10 10708 110o 5 10;0 6
44
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XH-SOA ACOUSTIC DATA (J_: L:'Ot_,_:_( Li.,,I.i'i'Y
kJli PO| HT V _L_ GITY ALPHA CLR/S tR lv_U
28 7 8806 205 O. 108912 O. ;!514
1/) UCTAVE MICROPI_NE 2 MICROPHONE 6 MICROPHONE 7
CLNTF..I..
r REsidEnCY DdU DUC DBU DBC DBU DUC
1'J.0 7_07 750_ 7908 000 82o6 000
1205 7600 000 77o2 000 8104 000
1o0 0 I040 r, ;.0409 11308 11300 11307 11 30 7
2.000 9600 95o6 10303 10301 103o© 10304
25.0 6100 000 8306 0,0 9300 84ol
31o5 106,01 10601 10505 10504 12301 12301
40 00 gO, 7 000 92 • 6 8703 100oc; 9 _o 3
5u.0 11005 110o5 10407 10405 117o8 11 70 7
0300 108.9 108o 8 11105 11104 115.7 115.6
dJ.d _49.5 97.7 11603 11602 11300 11:)o7
104,1.0 112._ 112.3 110.3 11001 10507 103.7
12_.0 114ol 114.0 115.1 115.0 108oB 10709
IOU,O 11100 ! lO.B 114.4 114.3 114,2 114.0
,_._J00 113.7 11306 112,5 11204 11302 11209
2 _'.). L) 113.4 11304 11106 ]11o5 11_07 11405
31500 111o _, 111.8 111.2 11101 11504 11501
40d00 111o7 111o6 10701 106.7 1150._ 115.3
5,)_. d lUB 04 10802 106 .g 10605 11302 112o 7
o_00_ 107o 2 10700 1050_ 10505 11108 11103
_,J,_. 0 1d2.6 10108 10101 9904 10703 105o 7
10:;J._ lul.3 _908 10101 (;.803 10703 10503
125o o0 10! oC 10004 99,6 ';70 7 10'4o2 1020o
lbO,J oo c.8.2 8804 9800 OoO 102.3 9 5. 2
' 2,JJd. t) g_0 6 r-,302 9500 90o5 98oC; 9306
, 25J0.0 _" 07 9108 gbo_ oz. T 9808 0403
, 315000 _,5. _ 000 9406 000 9606 000
40UJoU _200 G.O 93,1 000 93.7 0.0
. 50'J0. U q_.• 2 000 90 o4 000 91.4 0. 0
63_1U00 8%0 000 93o?. 000 8903 0.0
80J_00 8q.2 000 89o7 0.0 87o5 000
• PASSA_,E ;4IC.F,EPht,NE 2 MICROPHONE 4 MICROPHUNE 7
i l,_.__r,l,.,,,,iI CS
+i L l 05.3 11402 11400
+f 2 10_ 00 10504 123013 10o4 4. e 17o7
t _ 10807 11103 115.5
5 c'605 11602 112.8
6 11_00 11000 10103
7 lOe,l 110. 2 106ol
112o7 112o9 COoT
"_ ":) 10_.2 10705 10604
10 10_09 11105 11005
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ORIGINAL PAGE 19 |
XH-SqA ACOUST|C DATA OF. POOR QUALITY ]
' EUN PG| NT VEL(,C| TY ALPHA CLFtl $ eFt HU
28 el 88.8 2.5 O. 149q22 O. 250S ,_
1/3 bCTAVE M|CFtCIPHt_NE2 MICFtOPHONE6 RICROPHONE 7
CENTEE
FkE,_UENCY OBU D_C OBU OBG DBU DGC
10.0 8_.4 82.1 83.6 79.8 88.el 85e0
+. 12,5 76,6 0,0 75,4 0,0 84,5 &8,6
16.0 104.6 104.6 114.2 1]*.2 113.2 113.2 -"
, 20.0 96.4 96.0 105.4 105o 3 105 • 2 104.8 !
"" 2.5.0 Hr..7 84.5 q3.6 93.0 97.2 q4.8 i
•: _I. 5 10(5.4 10_ *_ qRel 98*9 117.8 117.8 :
/_ _0.0 94,4 QI,O 9.5,7 a3,9 J.OOeq 05, 2 i
50, U 110.7 110.7 109.4 109.3 122.5 122. S !
r)_.O 116.2 116o2 115.0 115.0 122.1 122.1 ii
_U.O 115.2 115.2 120.8 120.8 118.0 11 7,9
"" luO.U !13.9 113.8 115.7 115.6 114.7 114.5
'_ 125.0 119.8 I lCJ.6 118o 3 118.3 113._ 113.1 +i
I_u,U 117.0 117o0 11 elo5 116.5 ll_oC 118o 8
200.0 118.4 118.4 118.2 118.2 120.4 120.3
250.0 118.1 118.1 114.5 114. 5 117.3 1! 7.2
315.0 115.4 115.', 115.7 115.7 124.2 124.2
4dO.O 112.7 112.6 112.5 112o4 121.6 121.5
: 50u. u llUo6 110.5 1L0o5 110.3 117.1 116.g
_._doO 109.0 108o_ 110o3 110o2 113ol 112.7
• _loJ. 0 105. r, lt) 5. e 106o4 106.0 111.3 11 O. 7
'. lOJ_).O 103o7 102o_ 105.0 10_.1 110o3 109.4
125d..) IU3ot- 102o4 103.7 103.0 107.5 106.3
;_" lbuO. U lOOo_ 98.1 102 ol c98o4 106.1 104. 3
• 20dJ. 0 98.5 _7.4 1_0o5 9_.b 104o0 102.9
25JJ•O _,bo._ q5.6 97.7 gS.0 1u2.0 100.4
-_15JoU _7o3 0.0 gToL 0.0 9q.8 95.6
4_dJ._) _.3.1 0.0 94.B 0.0 97.1 g1.6 "
5O'JO.U 03.1 0.0 ¢31.5 0.0 94.6 O, 0 i
+. (_3J,,P.0 cgU.4 O. 0 92.5 0.0 91.4 0.0
oOJJ.O U7,7 OoO Relo5 0.0 88•0 O*0
:" ELADEPA35AL;E MICRCPt'£'NE 2 MICROPHGNE 4 HTCPOPHONE 7
+. HAF_:4I,JI,_| CS
' 1 lO_.l 114.7 11"_o7
2 1U6.4 98. g 117.7
110.5 lOc_,? 172.4 '
4 116.0 ll_.B 122.0
"+. 5 115.0 170.7 11,7.7
_) 11_.6 115.1 113.0
'" 7 115.0 117,4 107,7 +
'" + 117._ 108.q 110.7 +
?- •
' 10 110.8 114, 6 1| 3o9
46
O0000001-TSDIO
_. "_" _ '_,_e ' _. _ _ _ ...._
Oi: i'aUOi_(_UALIT'YXH-SgA ACOUSTIC DATA
EUN PCJihiT VELOC| TV ALPHA CLE/S Ik MU
ZL 7 8904 5,0 0,071956 00 2504
1/3 bGTAVE MlCkOPI'_NE 2 MICROPHONE 4 MICROPHONE T
CENTER
FREgdEhiC,Y iaSU DEC DBU DBL DI_U DBC
1000 72,6 0o0 Bl eB 7108 8507 0*0
L2 • S 66,4 O*O RO,O 740 b 760 (' 000
lbeO 9_.4 99.3 105o| 10S01 lOqe4 109e3
20.0 9108 YOeT 9709 9701 10207 102.0
2_00 "/400 OeO 830T OeO q60_ q300
3105 10505 105o.'; 10201 10200 98o2 9_04
•;000 0201 7%0. 8600 000 10107 q70 _.
.5000 c_c;,6 q900 9907 c;q,O 11405 114, 4
6300 111.1 111.0 11101 111.0 115.2 11500
_0.0 10_.3 102.6 11200 11108 ldq. l lOB. It
IL)_00 1014 10S02 100._ 9706 10208 9607
12_00 10¢;.0 lOU.7 100;.3 105.5 10507 1030S
IoU.O 1100_ 11006 112..6 112.5 10608 10502
20000 110.9 110.8 10907 10905 114°3 11400
2_) • 'J 1U4.2 103. b 106 oB 106o S 1L 1• B 111 • 4
31500 107°4 10702 1060 c) 106.6 11300 11205
t.j_. O 10 _,. 8 10403 10501 10405 1100S 109 • 6
50u. U 102.._ 101 • 6 102 .a 101.8 10 e .8 10 70 3
63000 9% 1 r',7, 7 100,4 9900 10501 101 • 6
8d_). O c_c.9 q2.7 a7 05 91.3 103.8 980 6
10dJ. O 9 7.0 c_O.O c;_ 04 8B. 5 103 oq 96.1
12 5:a.d _. (- _4.02 9Be3 C;5e3 102 o8 Q7°O
16du.U 95°6 001) 9605 000 100.5 0.0
21)dd• d C;3,4 8709 C3301 000 9704 OeO
25;aC_• 0 96 ,? qO, 3 c)4.05 7q, 1 95, q 000
315U.0 95. B 0°0 9702 0.0 q601 000
4U_ ._ '.102 000 9203 000 q205 0.0
50_e. O c)102 O°O 90,3 0.0 9101 00 0
6_)_.).O 9309 0.0 94°0 000 8807 000
UOJ;I.U 88.U U.O 87.q O.O 8S.B 000
PA3_AuE v,ICPCiPN"NE 2 MICRCIPHC;NE6, MICI_C;PHONE7
h AE,4UNl CS
1 _¢).06 10._, 6 110.2
2 105,_ 10200 c_02
3 _•8 (;9ol 11_04
_, 11100 111.0 11500
5, 10202 11107 lOR.3
b 1UC'.02 q205 (;r_,0
R 104._ 10407 q6.8
101,_ 11007 93,7




'_: ORIGINAL PAGE IS !
- XH-SgA ACOUST1[CDATA OF POOR QUALITY ;!
tlUN P01Nl' VEL(_C.| TY ALPHA C,LFl/S tR MU :i
• ._0 7 8802 S,O O. 103 501 O, 1501 _i
113 bC..I'AVE MIC.I_CJPt_LNE2 MICROPHONE:4 HICRGPHON(_ 7 :
FFtE_,_UENCY UOU DbC. DBU DBC I'IBU DEC
1000 7801 L.804 8007 0,0 8501 000
1205 76,4 000 7903 72*2 78,6 0,0
1_.,0 105,8 10308 111,2 1|1o2 11305 11305
Zt) ,U 96.3 9.5,9 101,1 100, ? 103,8 10303
2500 88.8 8706 88,1 85,7 gs,o 9001
3;.0.5 107,6 107,6 100,4 10002 12101 I'1ol
"_'&,0 9'5,9 9309 92 02 86, 1 102 * 2 98* q
5U.0 11209 11209 10406 10,_,4 113,2 11300
03oU 110.1 11000 113,3 11303 11702 11701
3u.o 111.6 111.,5 110.3 11001 11105 111.1
• lo0,0 109, 4 10 c:.2 107o6 10702 10909 10903
125.0 11",03 11402 111.0 110.8 11201 11107
160.0 107.8 107,5 110,6 110 o4 107,4 106,1
20000 10806 10804 111o3 11102 114.8 114o6
25U,0 110,2 110.1 108,7 108,'5 115.9 11 5, 7
. 31_.0 109, 7 10_06 10905 109,3 115.3 11500
4dO,d 10708 10706 109o3 109.1 114.2 113, 9
5'JU. U 106. _ 106.2 106 ._ 10_.1 113.6 11302
030.0 104o 7 10 c,. 4 104.7 104o 3 11tl,7 110,0
8JU.O 101o3 100.2 102o0 100.7 107.5 106,1
10J_;.0 IUO..5 9806 10103 98.7 106.7 104,4
125v .0 lO0,5 c_03 101,0 o9.7 I05,4 103, 3
I t *JO.U 98,6 91.4 9 8.6 0,0 10302 $ 8. 7
200U *0 96* 4 94.5 96o0 9401 10006 9709
25Uu,O 94.7 U.O 9_.9 86,3 99.2 9.% 5
.=1'5000 100, 0 Q605 97,0 0.0 9905 _4,9
400:..1,0 92,8 0,0 94.5 O, 0 95.9 8 4. 5
50UO, 0 89.3 0.0 90.9 000 9 304 O, 0
6300.0 9;), 6 0,0 89,8 000 91,1 0,0
8000.0 87,_ U.O 89,1 O, 0 89,0 O. 0
BLAOE
PASSA.E _lCPCPh[NE 2 _ICROPHONF 4 H|CFCPHOt,!f 7
-- HARi-IuNl (;,5
I 10602 111,6 11309
2 107,5 100, ._ 12101
-- 3 11207 104,3 112.0
... 4 10_.7 11301 11701
5 111.3 109.2 1 |0, 6
6 108.2 106., 3 106, 7
7 112,3 1050 7 10909
8 109,2 10803 c_o02
c) 9'5,1 105,6 c_506






XH-59A ACOUSTIC DATA OF POOR QUALITY
k,JN P(aINT VELOCITY ALPHA CLP,IS,R HU
30 6 B800 SoO 0,127927 0,2SOB
1/3 UCTAVE MIEROPI"_I_JE2 NICP.OPHI_NE6 HICFOPHONE 7
GEIJTER
F14Ek,uENC,V D[_U DEC.. DUU DUC UBU DUG
IU,O 74, B 0.0 R2,7 77,5 87,7 82.1
12,.5 72,9 0,0 80,4 76,2 71.2 0,0
10,_ 102,_ lO_,e. 112,4 112,4 115,6 115,6
2000 90,2 BlJ.S 100,2 ©90B 103,3 102o7
_500 86.7 84o6 87,2 0o0 98o6 gTo 1
3Ao5 lIO. 1 110,1 105o3 105o2 122,8 122,8
60,0 q5.6 93o6 qOo3 0.0 9903 0.0
5U.u 111,3 111,3 105o_ 105,2 118,_ 118o_
63.0 lot,. 3 109,2 110,0 lOgoq 11608 11607
8U.0 IU4.B 104.4 115,3 115,2 112,8 112,5
IJOoU 11106 lll,b 112,0 111,9 IU9.2 108.4
12b.O 11_,7 1la,,_. 115.4 115.3 111._ 111.0
16u. O 111.4 111,3 116,._ 116,4 115.7 11S, 5
20d,0 111,8 111,7 1!.4,4 1140 3 11_,4 114,2
25U.U 111.7 111,6 114.6 114.6 110,7 110,2
315,0 10%b 10005 111,1 111,0 116,'_ 116,2
40000 111.# 111.- _ 107.0 10606 114.1 113.8
50000 106.1 105.8 107.7 107,4 112.7 112.2
b3o,O 103.2 102,7 105,3 10_,9 109.7 108,8
800,0 10103 100,2 101 08 100,4 107,2 105, t_
lOJOo 0 100o 0 _7.8 100.6 97.4 106.3 10 3.7
1250,0 c;_,B _.7,1 100,2 r,8, (:. J04,7 102,1
1600,0 98.7 _10(; 97.9 000 103,1 98, 5
20dJ,O _5,3 92,7 95,7 92,4 99,¢; 96.5
2_00.0 _4.1 000 _)4,5 8201 98.5 93,7
31 _0.0 c.8.7 8(:00 99,0 0,0 98,5 9 1, 1
_OJU,O 93,2 0,0 93 ,T O, 0 95, 6 76. b
5_00.0 8_. 7 0,0 90,7 0,0 93,1 0,0
_JUO,O 9:'. 2 O,O 90.6 0,0 90.9 0.0
80UO. 0 8 iS,1 0.0 89.3 0,0 89,0 O*0
BLADE
PASSA;E HICFGPI..,CNE 2 HICROPHCNE 6 MICROPHONE 7
P.AE_4UF_I (,;$
1 102,7 112o(" 11508
2 110,0 105, ? 122, 7
3 111.2 105.0 11804
4 109.1 109, 9 116* 5
5 103.5 115,1 11203
b llO,q 10q,2 1000 6
7 106,7 1!3o 5 110.7
8 11303 111,8 10303
_s 99,1 113,6 99,5






ORIGINAL PAGE |R !+!
OF FOOR QUALITY
XH-SqA A£OUSTI£ DATA
hJt',t PI_| NT VELLC|TV ALPHA _LK/SeP. NU
2]. 11 Br_,8 T,,_ 0,073627 O, 2_8§ .
;/3 tJGTAVl_ MICR(aPF,CNE__ H!CKUPHDNE % H|CROPH(1JNE7(,,[NTE h +
f RE_uEIICY _bd bh(; DBU DBC DBU DBC
10,0 6r;. 8 0o0 7404, 0,0 85o8 0,0
1205 71•2 0.0 74,9 000 8601 0,0
1boo ).UO,3 IU0,2 107,B 107,8 107,.4 107,3
2_,0 9S,T 95,3 104,2 104,0 104,4 103,9
25, d _2.0 0 *0 87 ,M a4. 7 89.1 O. 0
31.5 10*', 6 10'_.5 98,0 97,7 109,6 109,6
_d,O $3ol 8 t•O qL,I 0,0 g8o3 0•0
5U.U 10._+3 103ol 92,3 83o7 110.5 110ol
6"3,0 10¢,. 2 IUe,O 111,4 111,3 108,0 107,1
bJ.O q(..5 97.6 109,6 109, 1 114. _ 114.0
lO'a. U 10_", 3 105.8 102,1 100,', I0_ .1 108, 2
12._0 110.8 110.6 106,3 105,5 109.4 108,6
I b_. O IO_, .3 1US, ! 108.8 108, 5 107,,6 106, 3
2.aJ.d IOS. S 108.7 112•0 111.9 112•8 112,,4
25J.u 1_)2•6 101,9 106.9 106, 6 111,8 111.4 i
3i5.0 10',0 _ 101+o0 108 ,_ 10802 112,:3 11 h 7 i
_dd.d 1U4o9 104.4 10q.3 104,7 111•9 11 1,3
500.0 102.T lOl,q 104,1 103,3 110,6 109, 6
630.0 100.3 r;(;, 3 103 ,_ 102,8 107,9 106.4
_:a_. O 99.3 (;7._ 98,8 q5, 1 104.4 100.2
10'J'J. O ¢_8.6 95.0 100.4 96o 7 103.6 93.3,
1250.d 99.] (_5•4 100,:. 98,3 103•2 98,2
1_._U. O 96.0 0.0 97.9 0• 0 100 ,e 0, 0
2U_aJ._ 9_. 2 87o I 53,0 0.0 97,9 85 • 5
25JJ.O _409 O.O 93.8 u.O 95.8 000 i
315J. 0 _6o0 0.0 q5 oC; 0o0 95,6 0,0
4dJ0.0 _1.7 0.0 92._, 0.0 g3o2 0.0 +
._CoO.O el .4 0.0 90.0 0.0 ql •3 0. 0
e_'JJ• ,_J c;5.6 0.0 9_,, 8 0,0 89.4 0,0
8OJ,._,O 6"; ,3 0.0 t_.7 0,0 8:;.3 0,0
4
ELAL)[
PA$$AuE NICFOPHC.NE _ I_ICPOPH_NF 4 H][CPOPHONE:7
• tt. A|'_,'*_._| C$
": 1 I01 ._ 1*._%4 100.0
' ? 10';.5 _. 8 109.6
:. 102._ q0,8 110.2
_' 106.1 111,3 107,1
5 ¢+7.8 108.6 114.0
b 105.7 Oel.l 107.8 ,
7 105,0 98, ! _9o5
8 109.0 10 _, 0 107, 2
r., 102.5 1040 8 89, 3
IU 107.5 103.8 10_,, 0
.: $0






RUN P_| NT VEL(]C| T¥ ALPHA CLRI$ tk HU
21 14 gO,l 7. S O. 1].8578 0,2499
113 OCTAVE I_|CKfJPI_CNE 2 H|CROPHONF 6 HICI_OPHONE 7
CENTEE
FR_OUENCV Died DISC DEU DEC DI_U OBC
1000 800 8 7708 80.0 000 77.5 000
12.5 780q 7407 73.5 000 8803 8508
lU.O 105,6 105,6 113.7 113.7 113.0 113.0
20.0 100.3 100.2 108.8 108.7 108.2 108.0
2_>.0 61 .g 0.0 85.0 67.9 q5°9 QI. 8
_1.5 10_.5 10_.5 105.2 10_.1 115.1 115.0
40.0 90.0 0.0 92.2 85.0 97.q. 0.0
50.0 1U_.8 105.7 11)2.9 102.6 116°b 116. 5
63,0 110.4 110.3 110.2 110.1 117.9 117.8
_0 .U _.9.5 97. _ tit, .1 114.0 109.0 10 8. ;_
100.0 112.2 112.1 IOQ.I 108._ 110ol 10%4
12_.0 110.3 110.1 !Ol_. 7 108.3 106.8 10 5.1
lbO.O 10o.5 108.2 117.6 117.6 112.2 1110 I_ .'
2Ud.O 10%5 109.3 113.2 11301 11503 11501
25_).0 107.4 107.2 109.4 109.2 110._ .10q. 8
315.0 109.3 10c.-2 111.5 111._ 1].6-0 115.7
400.U 108.1 107. c_ 107. B 107.5 113.7 11303
5dU.O 105.3 10_09 105.2 10_06 1iO._ 109. S
6_d.O 102.2 101.6 11)?..4 101.6 108.__ lOb.q
iSJJ. _) 98 • 4 9 _. q 90.4 9b. 4 105.2 102.0
lOOJ.O qS. _. q4.3 99.7 (J4.q 104.7 0_;.3
125000 9(;06 (;605 98.q 9603 10208 (_6e7
16.Ud.d o6._ 0.0 07.2 0.0 10101 0.0
2000.0 91._4 cJo. 7 (;3.9 85o5 08.? 88.6
2500 • U 9 r._.1 71 • _; 94 .Z 0.0 97.._ 8201
315U.0 g_,g 0.0 9801 000 9bo# 0.0
6Ud,) .0 cs2°1 0.0 92.9 0.0 93._ 0.0
SOUU.U 91.2 0.0 q0.3 0.0 91.6 0.0
630_), 0 .aS,0 O, 0 94,7 0,0 80,0 0,0
_lOJ_.O 87,9 0,0 89.1 0, 0 86, 2 O. 0
ULAUE
PASSAGE HICP.GPhCNE 2 H|CROPHONE 4 HICRCPHOHF 7
I, J_'4,allI(._
1 10_.6 114.0 114.2
:i 2 109.5 I0% 1 115.0
;. _ 105.5 101.8 116.2
_. 110.2 110.0 117,8
' _ ;5.9 114.0 106.8
". _ i12.1 108.6 10%1
::. 7 107._ 10_.0 ]02._
b Iu5.8 102.3 q3.5
_' q q8.6 116.7 100.9




o'"'-.........................-,,o " _ "o ......o, _,._ _ ..."°...." ',_,_,,_C"o' ° "&_ ....._\' °"0000000"'°° "i-TSE01"'-_:;'-'' _
ORIG_',_L PAGE IS
XH-59A ACOUSTIC DATA OE POOR QUALITY
RUN PCaI NT VELGC| TY ALPHA CLK/S t R MU
29 11 88,4 7, 5 Oe161634 0,2507
1/3 OCTAVE M|Ct_bPI'CNE 2 MICROPHONE 4 MICROPHONE 7
• CE._,ITEF ,,
FRE,.IUENCY D_U DBC DBU DBC DBU DBC
10,0 80,6 77, 5 78,g O,O 8908 87,2 i
12o5 78,4 73,5 80,6 76,6 0208 92,1
16o 0 98,3 98,2 110,2 110,2 116,1 116o l
2J,O 91,7 90,6 08,3 9706 106,9 106,_
2500 88ol 86,7 93,3 92, 7 92,7 0,0
31,5 110, 2 110,2 104,8 104,7 125,1 125, 1
40,0 9408 ql,q 90,3 0,0 103.6 101,5
SU,O 110,6 110o6 107,q 107,8 121-0 121,0
U3,0 112,4 112.4 108,6 108, 5 121 ,_ 121,4
90,0 102,9 10202 119,q 1]9,9 11602 116, 1
lOJ,O 113.0 112,cs 111,1 11009 10C.4 104,8
125,0 116,5 11_.04 117.3 11702 114,4 114,2
160.0 112.7 112,6 115,6 115,5 115,1 114,9
200,0 110,4 11002 11%0 Ll4oO 118,1 11800
25U.0 112.1 112.0 I11,6 111,5 110-1 11900
!++:+_ 315,0 112, 1 112,0 115,2 115,2 120,4 120,3
i_ 4JO.O 110.2 110.1 112.8 112.7 116.7 116.5
540.0 108.2 108.0 111.4 111.3 114._ 1;4.5
630,0 105,9 105,7 108,7 108,5 112,0 111,
84U.U 102.7 102,0 103,5 102o 6 108,7 107, 6
1040,0 100.7 g8, c; 102 eO 9009 107.4 10 50 S
125u,O 101 • 3 9_, _ 101,7 1000 6 105._ 1o4, )
160000 90.5 C4,e 99.q 87,2 103,5 00,5
2000,0 qb,6 q4,S 07,8 ob,o 101,F 9q06
2500.0 94o8 OoO 06,2 01,7 99,8 96, 7
3150,0 98,0 O+O 99,8 _6o.3 9900 93,1
4030,0 cs3.0 0.0 04 +4 O, 0 qb. 7 90.2
500_, 0 8c;. q O,O 01,0 0,0 9_,3 O,O
6300.0 9:3,7 0,0 02,2 0,0 9104 " 000
_000,0 8d. R 000 89,3 000 88./_ O. 0
'_ ELAUI_
FA_SA_E MICROPhC,NE 2 M|CROPHONE 4 HICFCPHUNF 7
HAk4UN ICS
•- 1 c;803 110,0 116,5
: 2 110.1 104,4 125,1
3 1 IO,,4 107.6 120.0
:r__ _ 112,1 107,8 121,3
. 5 101,4 119.8 116.0
c_ 112, e, 110,4 06,4
• -_.. 7 lOB .e. 115, 7 ] 00,6
-'i 8 115,? 111,e 113,5
"i' !., 9 110,7 112,9 108,5





'I'.. ORIGINAL PAGE IS
_ _[ OF POOR QUALITY
XH-SgA ACOUSTIC DATA
F
_. KuI_I PC_INT VELOCI TY ALPHA CLIt/S, R NU
'r" 23 15 10708 20 § 00084788 O* 2995
,_./3 CJCTAV._ M|CROPI'LNE 2 flICROPHDNE 6 N|CPOPHDNE 7"
CE_ITEF.
i" FFEaJENCV DbU DB£ DBU DBC DBU DBC
:If" A'_, 0 75.4 0,0 82 ol O,O 91 ol 8504 ._I. ]._05 8205 8004 7909 000 9207 ql.O
• J; 160 O _bo_ 9601 9_ ,1 940_ 109.5 109,4
2,.),0 9309 9208 9109 000 10501 10403
2500 8309 000 8603 000 |0208 10104
• 3105 101 8 101 6 107o?. 107 1 1 3 15 2
_." _0.0 Yl. 1 000 93,1 O, 0 10208 840 6l" 5.)00 104.7 10403 1000g 9905 1170g 11708
_. ¢ 3,0 11101 11100 111,9 111,8 11600 11507
::"_ c_U.O 1U2.8 I0101 11507 115,5 I19.0 11808
_ lO'J.O 112,4 11202 10408 103,0 10800 10408
i_i_- 1__5.0 IlU.I 10c;07 11407 114.5 109.6 10707
::_,i lbO. 0 I 110_ 11102 10_ 08 109 • 3 10900 10608
/_*_. 20u.O 1LO. 3 1 lO.O 11009 1100 6 11200 11009 :1
:/_" ZSd. U IU7.3 10609 10 c)02 10809 11405 11400
:oi:; 315.0 108.2 107.9 109.2 108 .c) 11S 05 11 S. 0 ]
•- __ ._O,,J.0 lOe,. 6 100,01 10607 10601 1130Q 113.2
:_,,,. 5:.)000 1050 6 10500 107 ._, lOo. 9 11Z 05 111.4
_'• 6_u.0 lo2.8 101. c.; 1.04o8 104.1 11000 10801
• ,: uuu. 0 101_0_ q802 101,6 99, 2 107,7 ].040 2
100_0 U ¢;6.6 ¢;2.6 r.¢;.8 QO• 7 100 07 99.7
I; 125.a ,U 9c_,4 9703 ¢_8,9 90,0 105, 6 caq,4
16a_. 0 c,707 000 97.3 0.0 10205 000
2u_O .U c,2.7 000 r,306 0.0 99.8 000
!: ;.5.;*J. 0 g7.0 90,1 95,1 000 98,7 000
_o 31_.U _.4 0.0 9701 0.0 96,5 0,0
4Udd .d ¢_1._* 0.0 9204 0.0 9309 O. 0
,-/, _C,a_, 0 c_205 000 90 .O 000 91.4 000
• 63d'_,O c_j,_ 000 8906 0.0 8808 000
/" _Od_,d d7.7 0,0 88,5 O,O 87,2 000
P4$_GE VICJ_CPhCNE 2 HICROPHGNF _ H|CRCPHONE T
• i'_Ar_,4,,,,41 CS
1 ¢;_. 1 ¢_5.¢) 110.6
" 2 1010_ 1070 1 115.2
3 104.5 I00,4 117,7
', 111.0 111.5 115.2
(_ 5 101.5 I 15, 4 118.7
b 11109 10207 102.0
? 102.5 103.6 107,0
IU8.4 113,7 96.6
.- 9 102.0 102.1 IO3.2










EJN P&| NT Vi:LiaCIT¥ ALPHA CLK/SeR IqU
21 lq 108.5 5,0 0,069378 O, 3002
1/3 L_CTAVE MICR_PI-bNE ? MICROPHONE 6 HICKQPHGNE 7
GI:NTE_ +
FI_E_oE.CV Ui3U Ol3C I_BU DEC OBU DBC I
10,0 79o7 68,6 B_.O 78,5 85.9 0o0
12 • 5 72,3 000 83.5 80,0 84,8 0,0
1_, 0 97,7 q7,5 107,1 107,1 106.B 106, 6
20.0 91. S 80.2 104.7 104.4 102.7 101.1 +4
25. O U8*0 82. c; 88.9 O*0 q3.6 (1.0
31o5 lOb.O 10509 101.0 100.6 114.8 114.7 1
4d.0 93,9 000 9500 89, 1 100.(; 0,0
5u.U 107, 2 107.0 ld2,5 101,5 115.7 11 5.4 ]63.0 99, 3 97, 1 11107 11106 111,9 111,1
_a.U 103.8 102.4 111 00 110.. 5 112._ 112,0
l.)u. U lob. 2 1070e 10_.1 1010') 107.4 103.3
125.0 112,3 112o I 113, 7 113o 5 110og 10(;,.5
1_.d. d 107 • 8 107 • _ 11000 109o 5 109 ,_ 10 8, 1
2uv.i) 108o I 10705 111,3 111,0 113.1 112,?
25_,J 107._ 1070_ 106,5 105, g 113o6 113o0
31500 10c;01 107.8 107,q 107,5 11605 116,1
t,O,J. 0 107.1 lot.. 7 108.7 108,3 11_.7 114.1
5U.). O 104.. 5 _03.8 105.7 10_0 e llq.4 113.7
6"J:. 0 102, 2 101, 1 10302 102,1 110.8 10q.3
8;J3.0 100.6 98.5 lOl .8 c)9.5 108° 1 104.9
10:J'J. O c;8.8 ':;3.2 r,9 ,_ 8300 107,6 102o 9
12:)J°0 9_,c; 94,q q8.7 87,0 106,6 102,4
l_du. d 97.3 O.O 97.4 O, 0 103 ,_ O, 0
2J'J'J• U 93. b 0o0 94.P, UoU IU0,6 0.0
2_JJ.O cJ7.8 9._.0 96.4 U00 9900 0.0
315J.0 c;5,_ 0.0 gSol 0,0 96, 0 000
400,J,O c;2,3 0.0 93._ 0,0 9_*,4 0,0
5UUU, 0 C;2o1 0,0 90 o2 0.0 92,6 0,0
(::_')J. _) <::J4. _ 0.0 9504 0e0 89e6 0,0
8_.J_;,O 88.1 000 88,2 O, 0 06,7 0, 0
ELAbE
FASSA,_E MICFCPhCNE Z MICI_C,PHt_NE q, MICFOPHCINE:7
._ I_,6F,,'qUP,Il LS
1 _,_,(" lOm,O 108,1
2 100. 00 100, 7 ] 1_,8
3 I06,_ 9R,1 115.4
4 _5,6 111,3 11100
5 101.7 110.7 112,5
b 10707 1010_e q_,O
7 106,6 10% 4 lOt_, 9
8 11004 11 1, 1 100.8
" 9 105,0 107, 9 100, 1
10 95,7 1020 7 10_0 6
54
+++,_ • • ?_" + "+" + + . ...... ++ _ .+_ ..... m?....+*:,...?_*+.. .+":+._'..+_,_...... .... +..y,.t.w _+ ?],._,,_ ++........ _ .+- ........ . "}:
00000001-T$E04
.......... ORICIIPlALPAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITYXH-S9A ACOUSTIC DATA
RUhl POINT VELOC! T¥ ALPHA CLR/S,R MU
" 23 9 10S06 500 O, 114356 O, 2985
1/3 bC,TAVE MICROPI-LtNE 2 MICROPHONE 4 HICkOPHOKE 7
•" CENTER
FFE_UENLY DSU DDC DBU DBC UBU DBC
'--" 1000 77.4 O. 0 7800 0 00 9502 q 309
..... 1205 7201 0,0 79,8 0,0 9307 920S
lb, O 101,6 10105 9607 9602 11108 11107
• 2000 93,0 91,6 91, ? 000 10301 101,8
:' 25,0 86.6 77,2. 8805 000 9901 9502
'. 310.5 1090 2 log. 2 105,,3 10502 11_'08 11607
40,0 <;401 72,6 92,0 O, 0 105,1 101,7
"_ 50,0 106,0 108,o 10204 101,5 12002 120,1
L... b3,0 107,6 1010 7 10802 10709 119,0 11809
80,0 107.o 107,5 11200 111e7 116,6 116e3
. ' I'JU, 0 114, 2 114, 1 102 08 9909 108,6 10509
r: 12500 116,2 11+ .1 119,1 119,0 117.1 116, 8
"- 160.0 11301 112, ; 109e0 108,5 112eS 11107
. ?0_,0 11104 11102 11402 11401 11406 114el
i+ _ 250,0 107.0 106.t, 109,5 109,,2 11604 11601
i .+" 315,0 111, S 111, 4 113e3 113e2 11509 1150 4
+ SO0.0 109. el 100.6 10B .8 108. S 113.3 112. S
500.0 106.8 lob.4 lOSeR 10501 lllol 10606
6_.).0 103,6 102,.9 103, S 102, 6 110e3 108,7
_UO. 0 100,3 98.1 102.7 101,0 107 e9 1040
100_). U _9, 5 6S, 6 10003 94,2 107el 10201
' 125000 IOO • 8 97. S gr, o6 q4o 5 106.2 10200
I_.UO. 0 98.2 0.0 q8.2 0.0 10308 0-0
i ,.+. 2110_1,0 63.6 8_o3 9_*,9 7905 10102 91,1
i +.: 25UU,O c,702 c_1.3 q4.S OoO 9cl06 0o0
: " 315_.0 c;6.3 U.O 98,6 000 9803 0e0
'!" 40_*J ._) 92,9 0,0 93.8 0.0 95.1 O. 0
: 50'-10.0 92.8 0.0 90 ,.,1 0 oO 92 o8 O* 0
! "; 630000 94,1 000 9303 000 90,6 OoO
+-,'_ 80U0.0 B9.1 0.0 89 02 0.0 87,7 0,0
._ ULAUE
PASSAGE M|CP,[JPH_NE 2 MICROPHONE q H|CRCPHONF ?
h APMI.IllI CS
I 102,1 97,4 112o]
,.;" 2 109ol 105o I 114o8
3 108.6 10002 120, 1
4 107,2 107.7 11805
" 5 107,2 111.4 115.9
'" 6 11308 o302 10404
7 114.8 112, 1 108,5
_ _ 109,7 118o0 11S09
..... 6 106.1 103.8 105.5
', lO 110 oS 990 0 108,4
_p
ORIGINAL PAGE IS :
XH-59A ACOUST1C OATA OF POOR QUALITY i!
Itd:_ POI NT VELUC[ TV ALPHA GLRI$ oR MU
23 10 100,1 S,O Oe1352te5 O, 2998
1/30CTAV_ M|CFCPt'_NE Z MICROPHONE 4 MICRCPHGNE ?
CENTEk
FKEvJENC¥ DUJ DbC DBU DB(, DBU 06G
10.0 80o3 7_.9 83,5 0,0 9_e._ 9?,9
12, ,5 76.2 0.0 82,4 77.6 9'q'.7 q3,8
Lb. 0 r,(;.4 a_.3 102 00 101.9 115,3 11503
20o0 90e .5 87.6 q7.7 qbe3 105.8 105.2
2.5.0 89,4 86,6 94.1 92.6 09o5 96.0
31.5 110.0 110.0 102,1 101.9 120.6 120.6
_*O.J 95, 8 ¢;0, 8 95,3 90, 7 104.,F 101 o0
5d.O 111,5 111,4 100.6 9_,5 121.2 121.1
03,0 109.1 108,_ 100.8 99.0 122.2 122.1
83.0 105.6 lug,. 8 115,8 115.7 117.4 117.2
1 .)._.0 11_.8 116.'t 105.8 104.5 107.8 104.7
12_.U 118.0 117.¢; 117.5 117./, 116.1 115.8
l_.d 116,1 IIL_.O 114,3 114,1 115,5 115,1
2JJ.u 113.Z 11°-o0 116,8 116.7 115.9 115.5
25".d 109.8 104.6 110,8 ] 10.6 116.5 116.2
315,0 113,0 112._ 112,6 112,5 117.5 117,2
4dd,O 10(;,8 10c;._ 111,4 111.2 116.2 115.8
50_. 0 107.3 106 ,¢; 108.0 107+6 113,© 113.2
630.0 107, 3 107,0 106,5 106,0 113.0 112.2
OJJ. J 102 ._* I t)1.2 104.2 103, 1 100.5 10 7.6
10',Ju. _ i01.4 9_. 3 102.8 100.4 107.7 103.7
1250._ 1,J2,,1 _ c_.c; 101,,2 q_. 3 105.9 101.1
le.UO.u c)8.0 84,1 98,9 0.0 10_.1 76. T
20uu, _) S5, 7 _ I. _ (;6,5 91.6 101,8 9#,8
25_J. _) _7.. _ 9] ef 9Seq 81.5 100.1 65.3
31 _J..J c;_. _ 0.0 100 .S 89.4 99.4 0.0
.;JJa .0 c:'2. _ 0.0 9_.0 0.0 9b.4, 0.0
5(_'JO.u _1 • 6 0,0 90 o8 0,0 93.6 0.0
_,3_)_. d ¢)t,. 3 0.0 94.6 0.0 gOe8 0.0
_OJ.J._ e._._. U.t) 88.4 0,0 87.0 0.0
ELAbE
PA3._A_E: I_iC,_CPI-'C.P,tE?. MICROPHC_NE4 H|CI_CtPHOKET
1 _c,.c 103.0 115.7
2 LO_ 0¢, LOL. 8 120.6 .
3 11 1.3 100,2 170.9
_, IOIY.2 _7,1 172.0
5 104.0 115. S 116.7
116.._. 102,5 ¢;3,4
7 1170r_ 108, 8 100,6
b IO4._ 116.5 115._,
0 112, _ 100, 7 lOB. 2
10 1 1 ] .7 108. c_ 11 1,_'
56
+++.. ........ _+ •
XH-S¢;A ACDUST 1£ DATA O_" F_O_I"_t_LIr'_.:.tTY
RU,', P[. ! r,,T VELGC ! TV ALPHA GLK/S tK MU
23 11 10_.', S,O O, 14.50S2 O. 3Or);.
|/3 CJC,1AVE MICR(.,PHL,NE _. M|CP.OPHONE 4 HICk0PHGNE 7
'" CLi,TEr_
F F(__ JENL ¥ Obd CBC DBU DBC OBLI DBC
lO. 0 70. ¢; 0.0 84.0 72.¢; 90.3 82, S
12.b 72.1 0.0 72.4 0.0 60. T 0.0
lc.0 _c.;. B c,_.7 99.5 q9.3 115.4 115.4
2d.O c.2.7 ql.2 94.6 90.q 106 .._ 105.7
2_*J 90*6 _(_. F. 87,7 U.O 95._ 0,0
_1. _ 110. q 110.¢_ 97,6 96.g 120._ 120.6
_.a.O _.¢; 91.1 99.T 98.5 107.0 105.1
".,..O 114.2 114.2 101,4 100.2 12"2.3 122.3
o_.O 111.4 111.3 114.4 114.3 124.9 124. ¢)
_U.O 10c_.7 10c,.4 121.2 121.2 118.2 118.0
lO'J. O 11 _. 4 119.4 108.q 108.3 114.1 113, S
12_00 ] 17.2 117.I 120.5 12005 11b.1 114.7
16u.d I13.0 112.8 11q,8 119.8 ll._.c) 115. 5
20J. O 11208 112. (: 116 .S 1160_ 113.5 112 .b
25J.0 II3.U l12.q 111.4 111.2 119.0 11 8.8
_ 315.0 11 5.1 115.0 113.5 113.4 121.1 121.0
. 4d_.O III,3 111.2 113.0 112.9 118.3 118.1
50_m.U lOq.3 109.1 ! II,2 111.0 115.3 11_. 8
(_O.d 107. b 107.5 107.6 107.3 111 ._. 110.2
a..)._. _) 10t..B 104.1 lO5.4 lO4.6 109. (. 107.8
lCJd.o 10_.3 10;.1 103.3 101.2 10B.5 105.4
12_0.0 I0_.0 101.3 102.3 100.2 107.2 104.2
I b_*_. U r,,c,. 5 ¢)1 • 4 100,0 O. 0 lt)'_ .8 (;6.4
20JU.U q7.1 q4.6 _8.3 95.7 103.0 98,9
_: 2500.0 _8 .;' c.4.3 _6.4 _l?. 8 101.0 94,1
315U. 0 ¢)'_. 0 0.0 g7 *2 0.0 qq .3 O* 0
40d_) .U Y_ • 1 0,0 94, 1 0*0 96,7 0,0
.. SO,s,.). 0 _,1 • 5 0.o q1.3 0.0 g3.9 O. 0
• 63000 O 940 0 O. 0 _104 000 gO,9 0,0
BO_Jd.d _7.7 0.0 1_8.2 0.0 87.4 O. 0
i_LADE
-_ PA$._A_E _';ICRC,PHCNE _ MICROPHt'aNE 4 MICFL'PrtC_NE 7
,_ h_R_NI CS
1 100._. _qe9 11%8
' 2 1 lO,g C'.T, I 1_0, 6
3 /14,| 100,4 122.3
" _, 110.6 114.0 12_.7
5 lob.3 121.1 117.8
11 r;.? 106,6 113,5
7 l12.b log, I IOT, 6
._ H 11_**_ 119.9 113.2
", cs lOO.l 115.8 111,8




OF PO01_ ."' _,-' : _i
XH-S¢)A ACOUSTIC OATA
/<dl_ POINT VELL,£ITY ALPHA CLK/S tR MU
25 6 100.2 7,, 5 0.066537 O. 3017 _!
113 OCTAVE MIC_.GPI'..bNE ? MICROPHONE 6 NICROPHONE 7
CENTER
i. PE_;UENC¥ UbU DbC DBU DBC DSU DBC
10.0 71.7 0.0 85,4 80.7 95.5 94, 2
12.5 70.3 0.0 80 .._ 0.0 94.1 93.0
16,0 108,0 108,0 llk,.q Ilk,.9 10b,2 106,0
20.0 9b. 3 ST, c) IOS. 7 lOSe 5 96. I 0,0
25.0 86,9 78.8 90.7 86,2 97.9 91.0
31,5 103.8 103.7 100,5 100,1 112.6 112.4'
_0.0 _B. 2 0.0 90,9 O. 0 103.8 98.0
bu,,u lOS. 7 109.6 gS.0 88.5 117.1 116,9
b3.0 ac..O g_. 7 107.0 106.6 115.7 115.4
8O.U '_, .Q 95.8 112 .q 112,6 lOg.O 107,2
100.0 111.4 111.I 107.7 99.6 107.3 103.6
IZS.0 107.9 107.2 109.4 108.8 108.5 106. I
16u.0 113.7 112,6 110.3 lOS.g 111.4 110,3
ZO0.O 109.0 109.6 110.6 110.3 111.0 109.6
250.0 Iu8.8 1.0_.._ 10._o6 IUB.3 11.t .0 113.5
315.0 107.7 107. t. 108.0 107.6 114.9 114.3
40u.O 107.4 107.0 105.1 104.3 112.6 111.4
500.0 10_. q 10',.3 10_ .3 104.5 111.1 lOa.. 6
630.0 103. I 102.3 103.2 102.2 110.6 109.1
.Uu.O iUU.2 97.'9 101.9 (;0.8 108.0 105.1
lOOO. 0 9_. 5 (;c. _ _,_.9 92.V 107.1 102.0
1250.0 100.5 96.8 (_.3 93.3 106.5 107.7
1(:00.0 c,7.1 0.0 c;7.7 0.0 103.0 0.0
20OU.0 _3.5 0.0 _4. _; 77.5 9_._ 0.0
2500.0 95.4 000 96,0 000 97,6 0.0
150. b 97./* O. 0 ';6.1 0.0 98.3 0.0
40_O.O 91.7 0.0 _3.2 0.0 94.1 0.0
5COO.0 _2.5 0.0 8q .8 0.0 c;2 • 1 O. 0
63_d,O 93.7 0.0 90.8 0.0 90.0 0.0
UU,JU,O 87.8 0.0 86.3 0,0 67,0 0.0
I:LAi_E
PASSAGE MlCk[.Ph[_hiE 2 MICFOPHONE 6 MICFOPHONE T
HAF'4UtJ J CS
1 IC8._. 115. _ 106,3
2 103.6 100. -_ 112.4
10':;.5 92.7 116.9
_ 70?. 105.7 115.2
5 9ORb llP._ 106.3
0 110.8 Q._._ 101.6
7 106.3 106. e 100.4
U ':)8,8 103.0 103.9 t
9 IOQ.? 107.1 99.4 i





F.dl, Pbl N1 VELLC| TY ALPHA CLKISoR MU
Z3 12 lOe.. _ 7, 5 O,0¢;3Zl 7 O, 3002
1t3 bl_T_Vr. M]CF_OPI-4.,I_E ? HI_ROPHONE 4 MICRGPHONE 7
LEr, TI:F
t FE_E_C¥ L)bU DbC DBb ObC DBU DEC
ltJoO 78.1 OoO B3,O 0,0 84,3 0,0
12.5 _4.1 t)2. _ B3.9 el. 1 81.. _. 0.0
I c). U _c.. 7 ';_. _ 99.4 99.1 110.7 li O. 6
2U.d ';3. t, ¢;2.1 87.6 0.0 107.._ 107.1
2b.O 8(._ 71_.1 _6.q O.O 97._ 90o0
._1,5 107.2 107.1 95,1 03,6 11_,7 115,6
+*U,O 93oC_ 0.0 CJT.5 95.3 107,5 0,0
5U. U 11.)7,cs 107.7 c_7,8 c_k.,_ 120.3 120, 2
_.d Ill.e, 111.3 tOb.q 10c..4 117.1 116.9
E_¢._ 107,t. I0_._ I14,? l 14.0 113. I 112,5
lu.J. f] 1!3.7 115.5 lU2.q qc_.7 111._' 110.3
125.d 11 _,.0 11(;.0 liB.# 118.3 117.3 117.0
lbu.u ] 17.7 117.6 111._ 111.5 II2.B 112.0
2UO.O 115.0 112.8 117.7 117,6 114,4 113,8
: 2_.0 117.(. l17.e. 113.') 113.8 11'_.2 llq.O
_ 315.U 117.7 117.7 116.3 116.2 120.2 120.0
4L)u.O 111.._ 114._ 113.0 113.5 11_.7 11_.3
" 5uu.O ll2ol 1;2.0 113.0 112. ¢) 115.6 115.1
63U.0 111.0 1 Iu. ¢) 107.7 107.4 112 • 9 112. I
800.0 ll.)t:., g lOb. 5 105 ._ 105.2 1 lU.B 109, 5
1000.0 10_** 6 103.7 103.7 101.8 lOg.O 106.3
1250.0 104.7 103.6 102._. 100o4 106.1 101.5
1600.0 101.4 97. ¢_ q8.9 0.0 103 o4 O. 0
i _UO0*O _7, 1 96, S C_beL aO,O g9.6 0..0
:_'i 2500.0 97.6 gl.¢_ 94.q 0.0 98.5 (;.0
: * "_150. O 97.1 0.0 97.9 0.0 g7.2 O* 0
. 4_OU .0 c:3-4 0,0 93,3 0,0 9&01 0.0
+•t" bOiaU* 0 9_.O7 0,0 90,1 0,0 9U* c+ 0,0
b J'aO. 0 (;4.7 O.O O0 • B 000 8_,0 0.0
BJU_.O B7,9 O*O 88.3 0,0 85.7 U,O
ELAUE
PASSAGE MICROPHONE ? MICROPHONE 4 MICEOPHONE 7
i h ARMUNXCS
. 1 100.2 ¢)_:,-'; 112.1
- 2 107.1 c_4, 3 115.7
3 107.5 qS. I 1 20,3
_ 4 111.1 lob.5 116.8
5 106,B l13. q 112,4
6 117.2 O©oS 108,4
, 7 118.7 111,0 106,3
B 1U2,8 117.? 116.4
,_ _ 112.2 107.6 lOB, _J




..: OF POOR QUALllY :
XH-SgA ACOUSTIC DATA :_
• l
- I(J04 PU1NT V ELOC!TV ALPHA CLRt $ tit MU
-" 25 8 104,8 7, 5 O, 116004 O, 2988 _
': 1/3 LiCIAVE MICR_PI-L,NE 2 MICROPHONE 4 MICROPHONE T i
GENTEE
FREIiJENCY Uud DDC DBU DUG DBU DBC ii
IU,O 75,(; 0,0 85,5 81,3 93,8 91,9
'" 12, .5 7q,6 7';,4 77,B 0,0 90,? 87,0 i
- IO, U 101,7 101,6 109,7 |09,7 110,5 110,4
ZOoO r,2, 1 _004 100,4 (_90T 95,B 000
-_,' 2Sod G_.c_ 0,0 84o6 OoO qboO 0o0
• 31.5 lOgoO 10_o0 99eR 99o# 1|To7 11To6
...._ 43.0 B_ ,2 0,0 96,9 9_*,4 101.3 0,0
". >u.O 111.9 111.8 99,1 q7.1 122,5 122o5
• 63,U 105, _ 10_. 5 113,7 113,6 122,5 122,4
_0.0 111,0 110,8 119,6 119,5 11_,B 114,4
"' Z_O.U llbeU 115,_ 111.3 111,0 108,_ 106.4
12._..0 1'.)_,9 101_04 1] ._,0 11_,B 112,9 112,2
lou. O 117.0 116.9 !13.B 113,6 I13,1 112,5
2dJ. U 112.3 112, 1 113.6 113,4 110,4 11 6,1
25_._ 117.U 117.0 113,1 113.0 115.6 115.3
- '_ 3_5.0 113.7 113.6 113,9 113,_ 117,7 117,4
. l-dd.d 111,8 Ill,'/ 110,6 110,4 115,4 11_,9
_.J'J. 0 lt}/_ • 4 lob, 1 107.9 107.5 115.7 11 5.3
6 _J.O ld_. 2 105.8 10_.1 103,3 112.4 111.5
8:)u. _) 103,5 1U2.6 _.03.7 102.5 109,1 107.1
10,) 3. :3 101 • t. 9 r,. 7 101 • 7 .aB. 3 108 • 1 104. B
_:* 12_u.0 ] 01.7 _¢),3 99.T 95,1 106.4 102.7
• I b_U. 'J _,. 2 C.O .QP,.2 0.0 103 ,,,,8, O. 0
° 2U'Ja.U c_4,6 88.4 95,7 85,6 100.2 0.0
25JQ.U _5._ 0.0 93.9 0.0 98.3 0.0
" 315'J. 0 r,b._ 0,0 c_8, ? 0,0 c38.1 0,0
4_)JJ ,U _..", S 0,0 ¢_, _- 0,0 9_*,9 0,0
"': 5UUO,U _C. I 0,0 80,7 0,0 q1,8 O, 0
': (a3_J_J,0 c;4, 0 0,0 90,B 0.0 8q,8 0,0
BOJ_..J _7.9 0.0 87.7 0.0 86,T 0,0
-_ ELAUE
__ " P,_$_,,,;E t,;ICEC,Pt-CqE 2 I_ICEOPHCNE 4 MICFCPHCNE T
h/_P't_r_I CS
/_" 1 102.1 110.1 110, 5
_.'" Z IUQ*O 99.6 IIT,S
111.7 9e.B 122,5
...... _, 105.3 113,5 122,4
: 5 110.7 119,4 114,
b 115,8 109,3 _9, B
7 101..4 II h 6 1!0,9
.:_ _ 102,9 112. (: 108,0
9 I12,6 108,6 109, 1




If ,' ,%' , _ *
'"' ' kJ
XH-.5-qA A¢OUST|C DaTA OF _"C_0_-,¢_,_.._, _:.if
t.,_J_ PIJI NT VELb£ IT Y ALPHA GLk/$ oR HU
2_ 13 107,0 7, S O. 131272 O, 3003
1,/_' L,CTAVE I,,II_.I.,bPP(,N[ 2 NICPOPH[NE 4 M|(RC_PHGNE T
CEr, 1L_
F i_[ ;U EhiCY Obd DI_( DBU DBG OBU DBC
1d•O 87, 4 86o T qO•2 89,1 97,8 q7• 1
L_, 5 8_'•3 fi3•1 74,9 0,0 97•t_ 97•3 J
1(_. O 105, T 105,7 10 5 ,a 105,8 11",8 11% 8 j
2U •0 (;(_• 6 9q • _ 99, 7 98. _ 107,8 107,1.
2_.u oo.._ 8_.1 86,6 0,0 103•3 102,)
31.5 109,5 10% 5 105,0 104,9 117,4 117• 3
':*3•U 91•_ GoD _4,3 86, 3 106•1 103, S
5JoU ll_.ol 11_.0 10'*,4 103o8 125,8 125.8
_)_,0 11_.6 115._ 111,9 111,8 123,8 123.8
_)._) 107.6 107.1 12U.2 120,1 118,2 118,0
l_;J. d 120.8 12U. 8 112,_ 112•4 115,6 115,2
125.J 11_ ,_ 11(.7 117,2 117.1 117.! 11 6.8
16U._ 1i8.2 118.? 119,2 119,2 116,0 11S, 6
20JoO 114.3 114,2 115,6 115,5 119,6 119,2
25o,u 12d.U 120.0 116,5 116•4 117,© 117,7
315.0 11_,.5 11¢;. 5 11R,7 118.7 120,8 120,7
4._O.O 115._ 115.3 113.3 113.2 118.3 118.1
50u, O 111.'_ 111,_ 110•5 110,3 116.1 115•7
630.0 109.8 109._ 108.5 I08.2 114.2 113.6
8UU.O 107.7 IU7,4 1U6,_ 105•8 100,8 108,0
IOOu. 0 104.9 104.1 10_ ,4 102,8 109 ,._ 10 6,9
125,,,1.O Id4, ._ 103.4 10] .2 lOl. 6 107.5 10% 7
l_r)d. 0 101,6 '_e.4 100.2 0,0 105,_ 101,0
2ddO.O 9_,2 _6,-_ 98,0 OS. 1 103.] 98•9
25U.J. 0 qd .5 q4•9 96•S 88,2 101,3 95.1
3150,0 _, 2 0,0 q7,7 OoO 99.8 000
400_**0 92o c' 0,0 $4,1 0.0 96•6 0,0
500')* 0 c;4, O 0.0 qO • 7 0,0 9 3.6 0.0
6_OUoO 94,b UoO 91,2 0,0 91ol 0,0
8OUu. O 87.? 0.0 8q.2 O,O 87.7 0,0
BLADE
PASSAbE _|(.,_C__I_(r._E2 M|CPOPHONE ¢ MTCI_CIPHONE T
haRHbNl L:)
1 lO_.e_ 106.8 115.5
2 10_,4 104,_ 117,2
) 13.0 103.7 125.8
_, 115,5 111,2 123,8
5 106,4 120, 1 117, 7
: 6 120.7 111.7 114.6
7 l14.e tlO, q 105,S
II0,_ I15. e I15. I
9 113.0 117,_ 109,6
10 115,_ 11% _ 10#.8
ORIGINAL FAG_ |3
GF POOR QUALITY
XH-SgA AGCUSTIC DATA t
F,JN PI.,iNl VELOCITY ALPHA GLRIS eR HU
25 9 10'o, 3 70 S O. 1376¢_8 O, 2e46
113 bCTAVE HIGHCP_NE 2 MICROPHONE 4 MICROPHONE 7
G_:NTEF
FRL;_aEt,oCv DbU DBC DBU OBC OBU DBC
1_00 7r.,4 6Beh 86o0 82o5 9300 gOo7
12 • S 7_,0 t_ 000 83, 3 8001 83,3 0,0
].000 L87o8 107e8 115e9 1150g 117e8 1170 8
ZdoO gT, _ c_600 104,6 10404 10904 10_01
2500 84.6 000 87o5 000 ggo8 9700
3A05 11107 11107 10106 10103 118.9 11809
4d 00 T5• 2 8_03 96o 8 9403 106o ? 10400
5U. 0 11001 11000 104.8 104._ 12104 121.3
b300 101.6 10006 11104 11103 11901 11900
E0.3 lO_,O IO?,q 11605 116,4 118,4 118,?
IJ'_00 112.3 112.1 10807 10801 10601 10009
125,0 11_,2 11._,1 116o6 11605 1130Q 113-4
loU, O 11_00 11208 11604 11603 113,0 112,3
2J_.O 110.3 11000 11207 11205 11700 11607
2_o,0 11_0_ 11203 11109 111,8 11goP. 11%1
.: 3_5.0 I13.4 11303 11202 11201 11901 11809
t,JJ.O 11105 11104 llO,g 11007 11702 11_09
• 58_.0 lot..8 10604 10803 lOToq 11307 11300
63_.U 10._, 7 10-% 1 105o.'3 10407 111,8 11008
8J.J,O 101.4 9goq 10300 1010 5 10809 I060Q
1_a_. 0 100.2 _7.3 I O0.3 9',._ 10700 10202
125000 1ul,4 _.F LOO.O 9600 10600 101,8
16Uu.U 97.7 U.O gH,I 0.0 103.7 000
2Odd,U c_402 81_,5 g.501 8500 gg,8 0,0
25_J.O 9502 0.0 94o3 000 gd.l 000
3 l:_u. U 0% 0 000 c,8,_ 000 98,5 0.0
4_JJ.d 92.7 000 c;3o2 O, O 9405 000
50dd, 0 _c_,2 0,0 89 ob 000 g2,& 00 0
b 3dJ, 0 g._, b O, 0 g0,1 000 go,o 0,0
80J_,O G709 0.0 8702 0.0 87.3 O00
ELAOE
PASSAGE _'ICFC.PEbN[ 2 HICROPHCNE 4 HICI_CPHONE 7
_.!.. I, _P,"IUN] (_S
oi{" 1 10801 1160Z 11_03
2 111,7 lOh 2 118,8
10_ ,_ 1040 _ 121o 3
-_ ,, c;.902 11101 118,9
5 1.9 lle. S 8.2
t 6 11109 10_00 10000
:i 7 11_05 1120 ? 10_0_
i u 108,7 114.0 110,3
i. _ 11 O, r' 11508 10601





...... : +-'+i _ ,_.
XPI-P_A A(..OUSTIC DATA OF l:+O0;:P_?.' : '../'
FtU,_ eL,l _IT VELOCl TV ALPHA CLR/5 ,[_ MU
23 16 14300 705 0,010327 O, 3993
1/_ (ji,,,1AVE MICi_(.,Pt'-t.N_ 2 H|CRt-JPH(_NE4 qICRCPH{JNE 7
CLh1F.F,
FI,E_JF.r_CY LJ_d DI+C OhL, UBL UuU DOG
1_.0 ?t),3 OoO 8B,(_ 83•1 92 •1 0,0
12, _ 75•5 0,0 85,3 TOeS gB,_" 97e2
L_.O IUu, 2 100,0 1U5,6 1d5,5 l 13,._ 113, 4
2¢).0 99o R 99, 2 105,7 tO5 • 3 LOb,B 10 5.. 1
;.5.d _7.1 _¢_o5 102.6 101,6 10_,9 IO! ,0
31,5 102,5 102,1 105,6 105,2 116,0 1;.5, 7
_U._) 103,0 101,3 9_,7 OeU 106,7 0,0
5U.U 09,2 C,O 100.2 O,O 116,_ 116,3
o3,U 1Lb, 5 116, 4 115,3 115,2 114,,8 111,3,5
_'.),O 13_,7 I08,B 113.4 112,6 118,? lle,o
l JJ,o 111.7 110,_ 112,3 111,5 113,0 10¢;,4
l,:5,u 1!2.9 112,5 117,2 117,0 114,_ l_l,B
lbu.u luC;. 5 10_,7 11206 112,0 113,3 110, 5
2JJ.O 112.4 111,8 110.2 109,1 118,0 117,1
2_o.U 111,1 110,5 110,1 10¢_,3 11_,4 114,0
3i5.U 110.0 10_06 110,2 109,7 11b,5 11503
_,j,J, 0 107.1 10_ • _ LOt,, 2 lOd, 6 116,4 11 S, 3
5u.J. U 105.0 )04,B 10_._ lO,t, 6 112,6 109,_
b_u.d 10_., Z 101,1+ 103.1 lO0,b 111,5 106,4,
8..33.u 100.1 _3,6 lOl._ Q5,9 110,© 105,1
10:.)_. O 102.1 c_8.R 107,0 105,7 110,0 98,4,
12:_a,d 101,7 _5,_ lOl,t, 0,0 109,4 100,1
lb Ju.O -_,8 0,0 10(1,2 0,0 107,3 0,0
2U',)J. ¢) +.,,"7. U B_. 7 97.q 84,. 4, 1U5.0 0.0
;'SJ;J._ _7.0 U.O +6.9 0,0 102,6 0.0
_l_,u _. _ O.O 98,1 0,0 100,7 0,0
_,UJU.U 'r;_*O 0,0 _4',4' 0,0 9t_,9 0,0
50dU.0 91,5 0.0 q1,8 0.0 93,2 0,0
6._uJ.O 91, 5 0.0 91,3 0.0 90,5 0.0
80JU,U 8_._' 0.0 87.7 0.0 88._ O.O
ELATE
F'A._SA3E MICR[PI',t',NE 2 MICROPHONE 4, MICROPHCNE 7
hAP,4UNI LS
1 100,e 106.5 113,9
2 102,4 LOS, t 115,7
_8,B qS.e 11b, 2 '
_, 116,4 115,1 113,1 !
5 c_8.t 112.4 117,2
110,3 110.2 lOb, l
? 107,1 lOB, 2 101, 1
u 110,4, lie.. 1 105, 7 i
cj 101.6 10 7. '; 103, 9
IU ¢38,4' 10_, 4 10"), 1
ORIGINAL PAGE III
XH-SCJA ACOUSTIC DATA OF POOR QUALITY
Fu:,l P_| NT VEL_C I TY ALPHA £LR/S oR MU
23 | 7 1_3,0 2, 5 00109872 0o 39,q'_.
1/3 uGTAVE M!CELPI'C,NE 2 MICROPHONE 4 MICPOPHONE 7
GLr,,TE_
FF,E(,,uENC¥ D_U I_I_G 0E9U DBC DbU DBC
10o 0 74,3 000 q1,,8 89o 7 B9 o._ OoO
12• 5 Bl•_ 74, _ 8309 000 9606 _6ol
io,U 10104 101,3 9905 97,0 115,6 1150 5
2_00 9B• 7 9800 10404 103,8 1.12o6 11202
2-k ,U r,U• E. _,700 102 0_ 1010 5 107.5 1050 8
_i,5 1050_ 1050_ 10c;07 10905 11805 118,3
40o0 10207 10008 (16oi OoO lOg,._ 105,3
50,0 lUd,3 8203 10100 000 1180S 11801
_,'J,U 11505 11.'04 11600 11500 113,5 11106
_.),U 105.3 10200 110,4 108o 6 120,1 I19,6
l'Ja,O 11'_,3 113o © 11_100 11406 11303 11000
125,0 112,9 11205 118o6 118,4 114o9 11301
1_,). _) 1120_. 11202 11204 11108 11402 11201
2'Ja,O 11303 1 12o8 11300 112,4 11703 11602
2'..._od 112,7 11203 11304 113, 1 l160q 11 509
_15.0 11_01 11108 11200 11107 117o(" 11607
4dd.d 1!0,2 10_08 11102 110,9 116,_ 11506
5,)u.O 105,7 10407 10703 10604 ll_,I 11201
b_O,_) 104, 1 10207 105.2 10308 11204 IOBo8
_)J•d 10100 g(.8 103,2 10001 110, c) 10501
lt)'JOou lOlob c170;' 10704 106,2 11007. 10308
1._50,0 1UI,8 c;5,e 10207 o00 109o9 1u3,1
16ou,u lOu.4 000 I0004 000 lOe.O 98.3
2_)_ oU q(,. c_ 67o _ ¢J8.2 88 • 5 106 • 1 OoO
2_33 ,'3 ct.7 000 cJG09 O, 0 103,9. O, 0
315U.0 'OB,8 000 980P. 000 10100 000
40J_),O _20b OoO 9403 000 9 704 0,0
51;uu, 0 9._ ._ 000 91 ,q 000 9_,2 00 0
_L3JO,O Cjl, 7 000 91o8 000 9100 0,0
GOJJ.O 8603 0.0 8804 0.0 8802 000
I_LA_E
PAS_ASF MICRCPI"CNE 2 MICROPHONE _ M|CR[.PHONE 7
1 10203 100o7 117,1




h 11._,_ 114.4 10704
1 110,7 10% ! 1070q
e 107,_ 1170 7 1040
co 10804 10506 o505
10 cJ¢;oC_ 106,5 102,0
64
O0000001-TSE14
' _tGfN.qt PA(_ IS
OF POOR QUALITY
XH-59A ACnUSTIC D&TA
kdr,; PU] hT VELL,C| TY ALPHA £L RtS, R MU
30 9 142.1 2.5 0.112681 0.4027
1/3 U_TAVE M|Ct_bPI'L.NE 2 .'4]CROPHONE4 MICROPHONE 7
C..EhT[R
Ft;[ GUEa,J_V Ui_U DISC DBU UBG DBU OBC
10.0 84.5 81.4 88.8 82.9 93.0 0.0
12.5 7b. t, 0.0 85.8 80.7 qO.q O. 0
lb.O 11 7.7 117.7 122.q 122.9 115.0 114.9
20.0 107.6 107.5 114.5 114.4 109.6 108.8
2b•U qb.4 q2oq 106.1 105.7 107.2 10 5.4
31e 5 10_. 6 108.3 100e R 99.5 121.0 120.9
4O •0 10_*. 3 I03 • 1 102.9 101• 5 109.8 106o 2
50.0 114.0 113.8 112 • 7 112.6 110.8 107.6
03.U 114.0 11,_.c; 117.7 117,6 126.5 124.4
_U. d 11 t), t_ 10c;.'_ 11 c)• 1 118.q 117.5 116. 6
10U.0 113. _ 11-_.4 110.4 109,2 115.2 113.4
125.0 11t.4 11_ .2 113-1 112.5 114.3 112.2
160.0 llb-4 115.2 113.cJ 113.5 114.4 112.5
?tiJ.O IL_, 1 112o6 116.9 116.7 117.4 116.3
,'_U. 0 11_*. l 113.8 112.6 112.2 116.(' 11 5.6
315.0 llt*. 1 11-%(; II1.7 111,3 120.3 119.8
_JU.O 111.5 111.2 112.'5 112.2 117.4 116.6
5OO.U lOt_.+ 107._ 10c).0 108.4 116.9 116.0
t _O.O 107.3 lot:. 7 108.0 107.3 113.? 110.5
dt;OoO 102.5 101.7 104.4 log.3 112.6 I09.7
1U,J,)• O IU?.._ c)c;.7 107.8 lob. 7 111.6 10 7.3
12bo. J 1_2,1 c_7.0 103,9 97.6 112.1 10%a,
I_Uu. 0 101.1 c2._' I0_ .0 0.0 109.8 103,c;
2L}_)J 00 _b. 3 CJ4-O 100.1 Q(" e 5 106.3 0.0
_JJ.O m+ .p 0.0 q7.5 0.0 102.t_ 0.0
3 L_,,j. U c,7.7 0.0 97.2 0.0 100.7 0.0
4 OO,,J.O IU '.. e IOU.O 10++.? 103• 1 102.7 95.5
50uU. L} _I • _ 0.0 9 3.9 0.0 96.4 0.0
c_OU .O °,0. ? 0.0 91.1 0.0 92.1 0.0
800U. 0 c;0.3 0.0 96.0 0.0 c_o.o 0.0
_' I_LAL_E
+" PA._$AC_E IVlICI_[',Pt,I'KIE _ MICEt'iPHDNF 6 MICKC',PHONF?
1 II _J.1 123.? 11505
2 lute.4 I00. _ 1 21.0
3 1 1;:_.5 112.5 10q. 6
'. 1 I_.4 1170(: 12_.2
5 lO_. e 11_.7 116.5
112.1 10t_.7 113._
I 10_.5 105. e lOt,. 3
u 11_,7 108.7 I09,8
c_ 10 c,. B 109.2 107.0
1_ 1 10,9 109,0 107. _.
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l
ORIGINAL PAGE IS ._
XH-59A ACOUSTIC DMA OF POOR QUALITY _,i
KdN PU| NT VEL[,CI T¥ ALPHA CLR/$ tK NU .,
26 6 160.9 §,0 0,078550 0,4026
1/3 OCTAVE HICR[,PI-_NE 2 HICROPHGNE 6, M|CI_OPHONE ?
CENTEF,
FREquENCY DBU DBC DBU OBC DBU DEC
10, 0 7g.4' 0.0 89.3 84.8 90.4 0,0
12, .5 73.3 0,0 88,7 86.8 96,1 8_.S
lb.O 108.2 108.2 117.8 117.8 118.3 118.3
21,1.0 99.3 c;8. ? 107.8 107.5 108.2 107.1
I. 25.0 95.6 9:.,.3 102.1 101.0 103,,1 q5.O
*i 31.5 100.7 100.0 9q.6 97.8 121o3 121.2
40.0 10;. 5 10_. 4 94.1 0.0 108.9 104.1
! 51.1,U LUg. 6 1U2o8 112.3 112.0 117°4 116.9 _,
I b3.0 10(_. 9 109.5 120o7 120.7 116.4 115.6 +i
.*, Ud.'3 10'_.2 99.7 118.2 118o0 ] 15.6 11 4.2 ,
:. 1,Ju. 0 11_,. 8 114.5 107°0 103.8 115o0 113o2 +;
+,, 125.0 112.9 112o 5 115°5 115.2 115.3 11.3.8
luU. O 119.1 119.0 11T°6 117.4 115.2 113. T
200.0 114.8 114.5 115.9 115.6 118.9 118.2
: 259.0 118.3 118.2 115.0 114.8 118.2 1] 7.6
315,0 118._ 118.3 116°6 116.5 120o5 120.1 ;
• 400.0 117.0 116. r, 112°2 113o0 117.1 116.2
+ 5uu. O 111.7 111.5 108.5 107.8 115.6 114.3 ,b30.O 107o 4 106.8 107.0 106.2 113.6 111°3 '
80J.0 104.1 102.b 103.7 101.2 111.1 "106.3
--+ 100U.0 103.3 101.1 107.', 106.2 111.2 106°3 i
•_., 12'5,J. 0 101 • ,5 c_4._ 102.3 0.0 110.3 10 `5.3
1e..OU°0 c;'go8 O.O 101.1 0.0 109.3 102.1
_:+" 20JO°U q?.cJ c;.%0 98,0 87.8 106.2 0,0
25_3.0 r,_.. ? 0.0 q6.3 O. 0 102. a Oo0
-:-++ 315'.). 0 ScJ..5 0.0 98.8 0.0 100.6 0.0
-" 4OUd.O 92.6 0,0 94, 5 0,0 97o6 0,0
5UIJU.0 +O. 6 0.0 91,4 0,0 94,4 0, 0
C:30,J'.0 g4.3 0.0 91.7 O. 0 91.2 0.0
800,1.0 87.1 0.0 87 .c) 0.0 88.0 O. 0
., 8LAUE
+_ PA3,_AbE MICRCPI'-C,NE 2 NICROPHC.NE 4 HICROPHONE T
,:, HAE,4fJNI LS
1 108.4 118.0 118o6
,,. 2 100.4 98.4 121.2
3 103.2 112.1 117.0
4 109.4 120.6 1150 6
5 94.3 117.7 114.3
112.7 102.5 103.5
" 7 113.8 101.1 110.6
B 101,4 114o9 112,0
9 110o2 113o3 107.0
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nnnnnnn _Tq=n9 "
+ OF-eooR !
,': XH-SqA AcouSTIC DATA NU
., PUN P01 NT ¥ ELGC| T'_ ALPHA GLRI $ ,k
_ 24 7 1.60.9 5.0 O. 113],14 O. 3940
,_/3 OCTAVE HICI_PH.,NE 2 N|cFOPHONE 4 MICROPHONE 7; DBU DB£ DBU DBC98,2
!+ CENTEk UbC 99.7
i ' Fkp._uENC¥ Dt_U 91.3 90.9
'" 84*0 80,3 92*_ 86-6 94*989,a 115ol 11500
LOoO 0.0 110*1 110.2
!_ 12 o5 71,0 110*1 110-8
_: 1b.0 107o0 107-0 105,2 100,q+ 20, 2, 6 IO2-3 105,6 104o7
: 25.0 98._- 9? .2 102.7 101.8 119.3 llg* 2
,, .5 110*4 108*S10.(;
_i" 97oi 118.1
_.,, 31,5 105o3 105,1 110 OoO It?* 7
;_ 60,0 106,0 105-3 105,6 11b,2
_'ii 50,0 106,0 10',8 lob-7 116,q
.,,., t19-7 118*t t18*0 11 7,7
_.: 63,0 119. T 119.3 ttg, 1 118.4
_! 80,0 106*q 105.1 $16,8 113 -7 111.110 . 15.3 1 ,0 117,0 4.6 2.8 1
_" IZ5-0 116*t 115*9 116.8 11b.6 114.3
• 115.4
I lbo.O 111,6 111,1 11b,8 116,6 115,611_. 4 114,0 111,5 110,1 118-6 llS,2.)0.0 113-2 111-7 111-2 116.4' Ill.3 117,0 116,0
_+.,_ X13.. _ 111.? 115.$ 114.6
;_.. 2_j.O 111.8 110.2 11_,1
, °', 31_*0 112-I 110,6 115.4
i i ;j j, L; 10_ *<; 10(_. 1 106,2 100.1
+_, _._o. _ lob. 5 105.7 107,1 112,?
_. 10_.5 103"2" 10_.8 103,3 108,2
+i:: o3J.0 q_.? 102._ 96.2 111.8
" ;,* _JJ*O 102*3 106.5 105-0 111,7 107,7; _ 100-6 0,0 0.? 5.0; 102,1
! !i IOJU*O 91**¢_ 0,0 0,010_*0 10t*q 109,3
•,.. 1250*0 101,5 100 .'t 105,798,0 2-
+" 16uo* 0 100 *2 0.0 87 • 8 O. 0
_- 97.4 91,3 96.3 0.0 0,0, 100,3
•i., 2000 * U c 5,3 0,0 a9,3 97,4 0-0
i_. 2500,0 0,0 0,0 O,0; 9U*& 94,5 94*6
_ 1: 3150* 0 0 *0 0,0 0,0
i '_ 4000,0 92,9 91.7 91,0




_.,..?; EL_DE FIlC_CPi'ONE 2
_""' PASSAGE 115
i.::l,, H_.u_ICS 11o,_ 11,).z
•;:., 108,0 110, 2 117, q
1 105*0 106,_ 115,8
:+ "_ 2 104,6 118,0 116._, ': ,
.*I_ *_ 1 IS,7 liB, q 101,4
_0.5 116,0 111.0
i-. I! 5 114 o& 106, _- 107,2
i=:_ b q7,2 115, q 103*g
"' T 115.7 110,2 113.1




: iIi ii.......' ........:....." ...""" .."" "+" 0000000!._!,,'+ ,'-,_ "+.,.. ', .,,:' ..,._+_+oo ,,,,• _o- . .
._...... ..... ......... ,. +
ORIG_,"_ALPAG_ |S
OF POOR QUALITY .XH-SQA ACOUSTIC DATA
KUN PU| N1 VELCC| 1"¥ ALPHA CLK/$ oR MU
2¢ 8 14102 S.O 00125296 Oe3960
1/3 OCTAVE MICI_LPI.(NE 2 MICROPHONE 6 HICRCPHONE T
CEI_TEI_
FRE_OEHCV DBU DB,C DBL, OBC DBU DBC
1000 87.8 7£07 7406 000 9400 OoO
1205 7408 0.0 88o3 86o2 9500 9101
16.0 lOlo6 10105 10100 10007 11502 115ol
2_ oO g70 6 c;_06 10503 10408 10808 107.9
2500 96.8 c_.2 103 03 102.5 104.3 c)C)o8
31o5 108.7 lObo6 lt002 110.1 117.9 117o7
40.0 lot*.2 10_00 cjg.3 9S02 108o4 10203
• 50° U 100.1 10409 10806 10708 117.4 1160 9
ea3oi,) 11_0 S 11805 11803 11802 11702 11605
80 o.J 110 ./* 10;. 7 11806 11802 120o 8 120o 4
l_)O.d 116.8 lit.6 11500 11406 11300 10907
12b.O 115.2 115o0 12203 1?2.2 114.0 111.8
Ic_U.U 112.3 1110_ 11703 117ol 11_o7 11300
200.0 114.5 114.1 113o4 11209 117,8 1160q
25U.0 113.5 11_°2 11501 114.; 118.5 1170g
315.0 111.4 11101 112 05 112.2 11605 11503
4*J_.d 109.2 10807 111.8 11105 11609 11600
50d. u 11_7.1 10_..e4 1(1705 106o 7 11306 11h 7
c_)oO 105.3 t040 _ 10508 10607 113o? 11006
6J_.O 102._ 100.2 104.1 10109 111.0 106o0
lO')u.O 103.2 10100 1060q 105.6 11101 10600
12;'J.O 101.8 _ol 102.2 0.0 11008 106 o7
16.Uu.0 1Ut)o; qlo2 10008 000 10805 ;103
20Jd.O c_70T ;204 _803 90.1 10501 000
2_Ja.O c_ .7 OoO 9_.7 0.0 102o6 000
; 315U.0 YY. 7 O.O 9707 0.0 q909 0.0
4U,J,J.O 9_.. 1 000 9t, o7 0.0 q7.f 000
50uU. U c;2.6 000 O109 0.0 q4o2 000
+ 6_C)J.O _3o 3 OoO 9102 OoO 9009 000
80'J_ o0 I_6.6 0 °0 87 °5 O. 0 87- c) Oo0
PAS._AvE MICFEPI-CNE 2 MICROPHCJNE4 MICEC..PHONE7
" 1 102.3 101.6 116.0
- 2 10_._ 11000 11709
. _ lu5 .U 108.2 117.0
4 11R05 11803 116.7
5 10_ .8 1 IR.O 1 20.5
: 6 116.2 114o5 10q.4
7 11003 10905 11104'
113.0 121.A 10508
10603 115.7 105.3
10 108.0 10% 8 10.% 2
68
00000001-TSF04
iXH-59A A£OUST IG D_TA 0;; FOUR QU_,LI'rY
RON POI N1 VELL;CIT¥ ALPHA CLR/StR MU
• 2q 9 162,6 ?e S 0e090290 0,4006
1/2 UCTAVE MI(,K[JPFONE _ MICROPHONE 4 MICROPHONE 7
_ CENTEF,
• f I_E(,;UEf;CV ObU L)BC DBU _)BE U_U DBC
' lOeU 7q,6 0,0 86,6 0e0 87e6 0,0
i 12,5 8Z,0 76,e 8Z,7 0,0 91,2 0,0
; 16,0 112,_ 112,6 119,2 119,2 115,0 114,9
:] •2o,0 105,2 105,0 111o2 111 I 108,4 107,3t zs) q qRl lol.3 o.o
_ ..... 31.5 106.8 106,6 102.7 101,9 113,4 112o8
,ii '_0 °0 100,4 96,6 100.6 97. (_ 110,6 107.8
ei 5UoO 108,5 107,8 112,1 Ill,? 116,4 115,7
6_,0 114._ 114,8 114,7 116,5 111,3 107o41
_ ! _0.0 102.9 g2.8 117o2 116,9 116,3 115,1
_ I JJ.O 11_..4 114.0 113,5 112,9 116,3 115,0
! 125.d 111.2 110._. 115.9 115.6 114.0 111.2
. 16a.O 117,7 117o6 114,6 114o2 113,6 111,1
,: 2,)0.0 11¢,6 114.2 112,2 111,,5 115o3 111,6
2_J.U 111.3 110.8 114,8 11_,6 117,8 117ol
,'" 31_,0 116o I 11(;,0 114,7 114,5 118,4 117°7
t,:}O.O 113,3 113.1 113.0 113.7 117.5 11_.7
.... 5OJ.U 111.8 111.6 110,_ 10';.8 116o2 115.1
: 030.0 108.3 10"/.6 107,2 106.4 111",? 1] 2,2
' 800.0 I06.8 106.0 104.5 102.5 IIio6 I07.4
1000.0 I0_,2 102o5 10_,2 107,2 lllo4 106,6
125.;o0 103.9 101.2 103,2 g3.0 110,7 106,2
_il 16UO. 0 10i. I c;2.5 I00 .c_ 0.0 10ei ._ (_T. 8
20OJ.O qR. ? (;_.. 7 98,2 88,8 105,3 0,0
2500.0 _7.0 U. :_ 96.3 O, U 102.2 O, 0
3150,0 98, _, 0.0 100,? 0,0 100,2 0,0
-/"_ 4UJd. 0 _3o I (:.0 a4.0 0.0 gT.O 0.0
5Cuu.O _1.4 0.0 91.8 0.0 94.0 0.0
630_ o 0 9;. I 0,0 91. _ 0,0 91,0 0.0
? 80UU. U d5 .I_ 0.0 86.4 O. 0 87.4 O. 0
i!
BLAUE
. PA$SAo_: N|CR[..PF('NF 2 N ICROPHCNF 4 MICI_OPHOIqE T
;?=
.....,.,_ H AI,_UN ! (.S
=,
1 113._ ll_,t_ 115.8
:1
2 106.8 lO?.e 113.0
° .............. 3 I07.7 111o7 116,1
, 4 114,7 11_o0 108,0
5 _)6.3 115,_ 114.8
. b 113,8 112,5 112,3
, 7 104,g 10(;, q 10Co q
_ d 10._ .1 I 13.7 10_. 5
.: _ 113.4 111.? 101o8
10 112,4 lO_.e 104.7
"', 69
'e, ° " _o ......o. ° °; L ..: .__ ..... _. .......... _ ,_ ._ ,._ _._.... . .. _ ._/ ./.:.. .,.
00000001-TSF05
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TABLE 1 .- DESCRIPTION OF ABC ROTOR
Item Specification OR|orN_ P_G_ |_
' ' OF POOR QUALITYRotor radius, R 5.5 m
Number of rotors 2
Blades per rotor 3
"_" Rotor separation 0.76 m
,_ Blade tip chord 0.29 m
Blade taper ratio 2:1
Blade twist (nonlinear) -10 °
Solidity, o 0.13
Reference areal S 12.0 m2
Blade precone angle 3 °
Blade prelas ansle 1.4 °
i Shaft tilt 0 °
TABLE 2.- OPERATINGCONDITIONS
_:_ Parameter Rotor-on Rotor-off
: fiR, m/set 180 to 206 -_
_ i Mti p 0.52 to 0.58 ---
= V, knots 89 to 160 60 to 180
0.23 to 0.45 ---
Mat 0.65 to 0.76 ---
_, des 0 to I0 -10 to 10
CLR/o,R 0.024 to 0.162 ---






TABLg 3.- MICROPHONELOCATIONSAS R_-FERgNCEI)
FROMN£DWAYBETWEENHUBS
Micro'phone x, in y, In z, m r, m _, des _, des
1 15.9 -5.5 -3.9 17.3 13.0 160.0
2 15.9 0.0 -3.9 16.4 13.7 180.0
3 15.9 5.5 -3.9 17.3 13.0 200.0
4 5.6 5.2 -4.8 9.0 32.3 223.0
5 17.8 -3.0 -7.3 19.4 22.0 170.3
6 5.1 -4.9 -7.3 10.2 45.9 136.3
7 -3.1 7.0 -7.3 10.6 43.5 294.0
TABLE 4.- EFFECT OF CONTROL POSITIONS ON NOISE
aun/pt e, des Ae, des CLR/o,R Mtc 2, dBA Mic 4, dBA Mic 7, dBA
i,
89 knots, a = 7.5 °
21/11 7.63 0.75 0.074 107.4 109.3 113.2
21/12 7.65 .75 .N74 107.8 109.0 113.2
21/13 8.98 .70 .090 109.4 110.4 112.9
21114 11.46 .36 .119 109.9 111.5 114.9
21/15 13.54 -.01 .141 110.5 112.0 116.7
i
106 knots, a = 7.5 °
25/6 7.79 2.44 0.067 109.8 109.2 114.9
23/12 10.01 -.69 .093 118.0 116.6 119.4
25/7 12.23 .37 .106 117.0 115.8 118.6
25/5 11.69 -1.30 .107 116.7 114.8 118.4
25/8 12.26 .36 .116 114.8 113.5 118.3
23/14 13.23 -.27 .117 117.8 115.6 119.3
23/13 15.06 -1.52 .131 118.8 117.4 120.6




_._ FLgure 1.- ABC R_tor Installed _n 40- by 80-l"_mt Wind Tunnel. 4
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;' Ftsure 2.- NZerophone locations.







Fisure 3.- Schematic of data acquisition set-up.
l.-e,.I -_LINE PRINTER
A/D _ANALOG LOW "__CONVERTER .._ MINI kL_.. _ COMPUTER





Fisure 4.- Schematic of data reduction set-up.
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(b) Under the rotor, microphone 4.
... Fisure 5.- Corrected sound pressure level as a function of isolated rotor lift




























(a) [n front of the rotor, microphone 2.
Figure 6.- Corrected sound pressure level as s function of isolated rotor llft
coefficient, velocity = 106 knots.
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(b) Under the rotor, mlc_ophone 4.
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(b) Under the rotor, microphone 4.
Ftsure 7.- Corrected sound pressure ]_el as a function of isolated rotor lift
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_,, (a) In fro:_t of the rotor, microphone 2.
'3
Figure 8.- Corrected sound pressure level as a function of isolated rotor llft
. coefficient, a = 2.5 ° •
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{ (c) Under the rotor, microphone 7.
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(a) In front of the rotor, microphone 2.
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(b) Under the rotor, microphone 4.
: Figure q.- Corrected sound pressure level as a function of isolated rotor lift
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_"'_" (a) In front of the rotor, microphone 2,
.,', Figure I0.- Corrected sound pressure level as a function of isolated rotor lift
coefficient, _ m 7.5 ° .
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1/3 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTEDDATA
SYMBOL CLR/o, R
RUN 28 PT 6 MIC 4 o 0.082
RUN 28 PT 7 MIC 4 o 0.109
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FPEQUENCY, Hz
(b) Under the rotor, microphone 4.
FtsuL'e l 1.- Continued.
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1/3 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTEDDATA
, SYMBOL CLR/o, R
RUN 28 IT 6 MIC 7 _ 0.082
RUN 28 IT ? MIC 7 o 0.109
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(c) Under the rotor, microphone 7.















113 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTED DATA
SYMBOL CLR/o, R
.... RUN 21 PT 18 MIC 2 o 0.093
RUN 29 PT 0 MIC 2 (_ 0.116
" RUN 30 PT 6 MIC 2 A 0.128
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10 20 40 80 160 315 630 1250 2500 5500 10000
FREQUENCY,Hs
_,,; (a) In front of the rotor, microphone 2.
, ,: Figure 12.- One-third octave spectra as a function of isolated rotor lift coefficient,










RUN 21 PT 18 MIC 4 0 0.093
RUN 29 PT 9 MIC 4 o 0.118
RUN 30 PT 0 MIC 4 A 0.t28
RUN 21 PT 10 MIC 4 * 0.139
130
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i: OF POOR QUALITY
1/3 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTEDDATA
SYMBOL CLfl/a, R
RUN 21 PT 18 MIC ? n 0.093
RUN 29 PT 9 MIC 7 Q 0.118
RUN 30 PT 6 MIC 7 ^ 0.128
RUN 21 PT 10 MIC 7 , 0.139
130 ]
_" r,, ,., _, .. . . .,Q
'°°I fl l,\_l i\li ",_-'_':.._._,
.ol!;i / I
"' 10 20 40 80 160 315 630 1250 2500 5000 15000
FREOUENCY, Hz
(c) Under the rotor, microphone 7.
"', Figure 12.- Concluded.
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00000001-TSG12
OF POOk QUALITY
1t3 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTEDDATA
SYMBOL Ckhla. R
RUN 21 PT 12 MIC 2 rJ 0074 /i
RUN 29 PT O MIC 2 o 0,099 q
RUN 29 PT 10 MIC 2 _ 0.124 i
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FREQUENCY. Hz
(a) In front of the rotor, microphone 2.
Figure 13.- One-third octave spectra as a fur,ctton of isolated rotor lift coefficient,






1/3 OCTAVE SPECIRA CORRECTEDDATA
SYMBOL CLR/a, R
RUN 21 PT t2 MIC 4 o 0.074
RUN 29 PT 0 MIC 4 o 0.099
RUN 29 PT 10 MIC 4 ^ 0.124
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;_ OF POOR QUALITY
--%.
_ 1/3 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTEDDATA
_' SYMBOL CLR/o, R
=-_, RUN 21 PT 12 MIC 7 o 0.074
_ RUN 29 PT 0 MIC 7 o 0.009
RUN 29 PT 1C MIC 7 6 0.124






' ORIGINAL PAG_ IS
'" OE POOR QUALITY
: 1/3 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORttECTED DATA
SYMBOL CLR/o, R
_ RUN 21 PT 19 MIC 2 o 0.0M
I: RUN 23 PT 0 MIC 2 o 0.114
RUN 23 PT 10 MIC 2 A 0.138 _
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-+ + 10 20 40 80 160 316 630 1260 2600 6000 10000
FREQUENCY, Hzi
: +-_ (a) It',. front of the rotor, _Lcrophone 2.
_. Figure 14.- One-third octave spectra as a function of Isolated rotor lift coefficient, .+











1/3 OCTAVE $PECTFIA CORRECTEDDATA
SYMBOL CLR/o, R
RUN 21 PT 19 MIC 4 o 0.0il
RUN 23 FT 9 MIC 4 o 0.114
RUN 23 liT 10 MIC 4 A 0.138
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS J
OF POOR QUALITY
: 1/3 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTED DATA
: SYMBOL CLR/o, R
RUN 21 liT 10 MIC 7 . 0.069
i RUN 23 PT 9 MIC 7 o 0.114 _
RUN 23 PT 10 MIC 7 • 0.138








, 70 / :
! 10 20 40 80 160 316 630 1260 2600 5000 10900 :
FREQUENCY. _
(c) Under the rotor, microphone 7. :







1/3 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTEDDATA
SYMBOL CLR/e, R
RUN 215 PT S MIC 2 e 0.067
° RUN 23 PT _ MIC 2 o 0.0113IT • 13





"'* 10 20 40 80 180 316 e3o 1260 2600 S000 10000
,. FREQUENCY,Hz
(a) In front of the rotor, m£crophoue 2.
FLsure 15.- One-thlrd octave spectra as a functlon of Isolated rotor l_.ft coefficient,




-' OF POOR QUALITY
1/3 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTEDDATA
:i SYMBOL CLR/o, R
_ RUN 215 PT 6 MIC 4 _ 0.067
, RUN 23 PT 12 MIC 4 o 0,083
RUN 23 PT 13 MIC 4 A 0.131
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: 10 20 40 80 160 316 630 1260 2600 6000 10000 {
FREQUENCY. HI t
L[ (b) Under the rotor, microphone 4.











1/3 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTC.DDATA
SYMBOL CLR/o, R
RUN 26 PT 6 MIC 7 o 0.067
RUN 23 PT 12 MIC 7 o 0.093
RUN 23 PT 13 MIC 7 _ 0.131
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OF POOR QUALITY i
;;
,i
, 113OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTEDDATA
SYMBOL CLR/o, R i
RUN 23 PT le MIC 2 o 0.079
RUN 23 PT 17 MIC 2 o 0.110
RUN 23 PT 18 MIC 2 A 0.093
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' • FREQUENCY, Hz
(a) In front of the rotor, microphone 2.
Fi8ure 16.- One-third octave spectra as a function of isolated rotor lift coeff:Lc:Lent,
°i." veloclty = 142 knots, _ - 2.5 °. _ i




' 1/3 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTEDDATA
i SYMBOL CLR/o, R
RUN 23 PT 16 MIC 4 a 0.079
RUN 23 PT 17 MIC 4 o 0.110
i, RUN 23 PT 18 MIC 4 A 0.093
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"" FREQUENCY, Hz
.
- (b) Under the rotor, microphone 4.










1/3 OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTEDDATA
8YMBOL CLR/a, R
RUN 24 PT 6 MIC 2 = 0.079
RUN 24 PT 7 MIC 2 o 0.113
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' FiEure 17 - One-thirdoctave spectraas a functionof isolatedrotor lift coefficient, :;t *








L• , OF POOR QUALITY
1/3 OCTAVE 8PECTflA CORItECTED DATA
:' SYMBOL CLR/o, R
RUN 24 PT 6 MIC 4 n 0.079
" RUN 24 PT 7 MIC 4 o 0.113
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113OCTAVE SPECTRA CORRECTEDDATA RSYMBOL CLRI°'
RUN 24 PT 6 MIC 7 i_ 0.079
RUN 24 PT 7 MIC 7 o 0.113
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"_ " " I' '_'' " ''_ ' !
TIME,
RUN- a POINT - 6 MICROPHONE- 4
(a) CLR/o,R - 0.082.
TIME HISTORY
29 AVERAGES





, 0 .3 .4
_; 'riME, m_
RUN " 28 POINT " 7 MICROPHONE "4
,_,? (b) CLR/o,X " O.109
Figure 18.- Averaged time histor_.eg, velocity - 89 knots, a - 2.5 ° .
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RUN = 28 POINT _ 8 MICROPHONE - 4












"': OF POOR QUALI]Y
' T_ME HISTORY
10 AVI_AQll
_'__. 100 t -
2'
._. '-2 0




, 4 RUN" 21 POINT "lr MICROPHONE • 4





_,, -Io0 i _ . i i _, 'T-_ _ , I ' I "_i i , I' , . , I '
• 0 .I 4
qtiul NO
RUN • ;tl POINT - I MICROPHONE - 4
,.,:_, (b) Or,R/e, R = 0.093.
•_, Flsure 19.- Averu_e4 tlme hlstorles, veloclty - 89 knot_, a - 5.0°.4"
4• i
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o .2 .4 _i t
TIME, m: 'i i
RUN - 30 POINT = 7 MICROPHONE = 4 _i i











0 .2 .4 _ .I
TIME, mo
RUN " 29 POINT ".E MICROPHONE " 4 _


















'. ,; -_00= ! I I I I '" I ' I I' I | ! | I I '! !" ! I I •11 ilI
. 0 .2 .4
,. ,,,_ TIME,
-i RUN" 21 POINT " 10 MICROPHONE - 4















RUN = 21 POIN1 : 11 MICROPHONE = 4





o100 T"--1-"' "' '''' / '--1 -'-_ ..... _'-'-"T--' | '| | | | I | 1 ,i.
':: 0 .2 .4
' 1IME, lec
:' RUN =21 POINT = 13 M'CROPHONE = 4
_" (b) CLR/o,R = o.0qo. ._!
: Figure 20.- Averaged time histories, velocity = 89 knots, ,L = 7.5 °. :.
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_' 0 .3 .4
TIME, mt
. ,_ RUN " 21 POINT - I6 WJCROPHONE- 4
! (c) CLp" -o 141.._ /o ,R "
_i TIMEHISTORY
I,, 30 AVERAGES





"_ . . I i I I . _ i -| i I w: • I I 'k I 'l I
,._ o .:e .4
,. ; TIME. line
• I RUN " 29 POINT " 11 MICROPHONE " 4
_: (d) CLR - O. 162
.- : /o,R "
,!
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0 .2 .4
TIME. sec
RUN - 23 POINT = 1FMICROPHONE= 4
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,|0 .2 .4
TIME, tec
RUN = 23 POINT - 9 MICROPHONE = 4 itd]
(a) CLR/o,R = O. 114. }
i
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0 .3 .4
TIME,No
** RUN- 23POINT- 10MICROPHONE,, 4



























.. 0 .2 .4
- : TIME,tee
' RUN= 25POINT,,6 MICROPHONE- 4











:' -25o i i- _-i i ! _ i J- _i "t 1 _ w i w t i i i _ t
:2.; o ._ .4
TIME.te_
'4
" RUN" 23POINT" 12MICROPHONE= 4
-._'..:_ (b) CLR/o,R = 0.093. !



















RUN" _ POINT Q0 MICROPHONE "4
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ORIGI_IAL PAOIZ IS
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. :¢
TIME HII_TORY '_









RUN = 23 POINT = 13 MICROPHONE : 4
(e) CLR/o,R = 0. 131.
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0 2 .4
. TIME, me
i .o RUN "23 POINT • lS MICROPHONE - 4










' 0 ,I .4
TIME, see
RUN • 23 POINT • 18 MICROPHONE - 4
i- _, (b) CLR/o,R - 0.093.














RUN - 30 POINT - 8 MICROPHONE., 4











RUN" 24 POINT " E MICROPHONE" 4
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0 ,2 .4
TIME. lie
RUN - 24 POINT - 7 MICNOPHONE "4
"_ (t,) CLR/o,R - 0.113.




(e) CLR/c1,R/ = O. 125, i
,- Figure 25.- Continued. ,:
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